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DC POWER SUPPLY, RESONANT CONVERTER, SIAM PHOTON SOURCE 
 
This thesis concerns with a 800 dcV -500 W DC power supply feeding the 
screen grid of RS2058CJ tetrode tube which amplifies high power RF signal in the 
storage ring of the Siam Photon Source. The proposed DC power supply as a constant 
voltage source has a 3-phase parallel-resonant converter as its main structure that is 
fed by a single-phase source of 220 rmsV , 50 Hz. The converter operates with 77 kHz -
150 kHz switching frequencies. The gain formula, the frequency characteristic curves 
of the converter, and PSIM simulation software are utilized for designing the resonant 
network. Regulation of the output voltage is accomplished by a closed-loop control 
having a PI-controller. The controller is designed based on the 2nd-order ARMAX 
transfer function of the converter. An analog PI-controller is built around some 
op-amps to achieve KP = 3 and KI = 900. A passive filter possessing a parallel LC in 
series connection, and a shunt capacitor is provided for the proposed DC power 
supply to eliminate the current harmonics. From testing the proposed DC power 
supply with a 1,280 Ω  ± 5% load (the equivalent resistance of the screen grid of the 
RS2058CJ tetrode tube under steady-state operation), it is found that the output 
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Ac   = KNOG)*,GJ	%กG (cm
2) 
AC   = 99Bก1+! 
ADC   = 1
+CC$1(+(ก&
D(+ 
Adc  = %	%$)) 
Apeak  = %	%$K) 
Arms  = %	%$	$.	Q.	 
ARMAX = % "	 ARMAX 
Aw  = KNOG)*,GJ"((G  (cm
2) 
Aw1  = KNOG)*,GJ(G "(v (cm
2) 
Aw2  = KNOG)*,GJ(G "(E (cm
2) 
AWG  = American Wire Gauge 
β     = )*."กก "IGKG$ก.)	%กG (),G() 
Bmax    = (,G%GGE	H"ก$%.,"Qก)*.กMOGIG%กG (Tesla) 
C_base  = (.กQEvG (Farad) 
Cb, Cr    = (.กQE	(ก	\$	GกK)H8GI,%J 
     "N*G)*)กEI,J)MOG (Farad) 
Cb_p.u.  = (.กQE Cb 	,G( (),G() 
BSC   =  (.กQE% (Farad) 
cm  =  .G. 
Co    = (.กQE	(ก	%* FG (Farad) 
Cout  = (.กQEก	%G.	$KE	(.)ก% 
   JG	GKE (Farad) 
Cp    = (.กQEGG	9.9%GG$ (Farad) 
Cr_p.u.    = (.กQE Cr 	,G( (),G() 
C(s)    = F"	G		 








ess  = FK"IG(	( (%) 
E (s)   = #FK" 
f  = (P)*%G	GKE (Hz) 
F   = (P)*G	$""$ (),G(), H 
Fo   = (P)*		H	(ก	* FG (Hz) 
Fr   = (P)*.9%GG$	9.9%GG$ (Hz) 
Fs   = (P)*(8 (Hz) 
γ  = (ก	(K"O( (),G() 
Gc(s)    = H+ก$8GP9	G'(!	% (),G() 
GeV   = ก(&+2ก(+ 
GHz   = ก&>8 
GM   = (G.FN*		 (dB) 
Gp(s)    = H+ก$8GP9	G(.~	(%"FG.9%GG$% 
    GG 3 .H (),G() 
H   = &> 
Hc(s)    = H+ก$8GP9	G'(&8&8( (),G() 
ia    = ก%	GKE.H a 	(9	.)ก%JG.	$KE (A) 
ia1    = ก%	GKE,"ก".H a 	(9	.)ก%JG.	$KE (A) 
I    = ก%	$.	Q.		(.,G)*(G  (Arms) 
I1  = ก%	$.	Q.	JGv (Arms) 
I2  = ก%	$.	Q.	JGE (Arms) 
I_base    = ก%vG (A) 
ICbs(leak)  = ก%*(,"	(.กQE% (A) 
Icon  = ก%"JG	GKE	(%"FG (Adc) 
ICp_peak  = 		ก%,"FG(.กQE Cp (Apeak) 
Idc  = ก%.	$KE	(.)ก%H"$ 1 .H (Adc) 








I'o    = ก%.	$KE	(9	.)ก%JG.	$KE 
     .N*	JJGv (Adc) 
Ia    = ก%	GKE	$.	Q.	.H a 	(9	.) 
     ก%JG.	$KE (Arms) 
IPCC, IPCC_rms = ก%	$.	Q.	)*E	( (Arms) 
IPCC_peak  = ก%		E	( (Apeak) 
IPri._peak    = 		ก%JGv	,J	%"(P)* (Apeak) 
Iqbs(max)    = ก% Iqbs E		).ก (A) 
IRec_in  = ก%	GKE	$.	Q.		(.)ก%JG	GKE (Arms) 
ISec._peak    = 		ก%JGE	,J	%"(P)* (Apeak) 
Itot  = F"(ก%	$.	Q.		"(v%""(E)*J 
JGv (Arms) 
kHz    = ก9"&>8 
kΩ    = ก9"9	,$ 
kVdc    = ก9"9("$)) 
kW    = ก9"($ 
KC   = 	8.8 (.) 
Kfe   = !ก.)	%กG (W/cm
3Tß) 
Kgfe   = )*.8.#	%กG 
KI   = 	 KI (.) 
KP   = 	 KP (.) 
Ku  = (ก	กKG"( 
IKˆ    = 	 IKˆ  (.) 
PKˆ    = 	 PKˆ  (.) 
l
g
  = 8		ก	%กG (m) 
lm   = .GH"ก$%.,"QกIG%กG (cm) 
lp   = (.,G)*(G *(,"	.H	(v	 







ls   = (.,G)*(G *(,"	.H	(E	 
    ,J	%"(P)* (Henry) 
L_base   = (.,G)*(G vG (Henry) 
LCC    = 9.9%GG$%(.,G)*(G -(.กQE-(.กQE 
LCL  = 9.9%GG$%(.,G)*(G -(.กQE-(.,G)*(G  
LCLC  = 9.9%GG$%(.,G)*(G -(.กQE-(.,G)*(G - 
(.กQE 
Leq  = (.,G)*(G 	GEก.).	9.9%GG$ (Henry) 
Lo    = (.,G)*(G 	(ก	%* FG (Henry) 
L'o    = (.,G)*(G 	(ก	%* FG.N*	JJGv (Henry) 
Lr    = (.,G)*(G 	(ก	\$	GกK)H8GI,%J"N*G
     )*)กEI,J)MOG (Henry) 
Lr_p.u.    = (.,G)*(G  Lr 	,G( (),G() 
Ls    = (.,G)*(G 	GEก	9.9%GG$ (Henry) 
m  = . 
mA  = ""%	%$ 
mF  = ""H 
mH  = "".\G) 
mΩ   = ""9	,$ 
ms  = ""(G) 
mW  = ""($ 
M   = 		(%"FG (&) 
MeV   = &%กก(&+2ก(+ 
MHz   = &%กก&>8 
MIPS   = + .( 
MLT   = ((.4")*			"((G  (cm) 
µF   = %9 







µs   = % 
µ0    = (M%.,"Qก		ก (H/m) 
n   =  G(G	"((.,G)*(G  ((!) 
n1   =  G(G	"(v ((!) 
n2   =  G(G	"(E ((!) 
nF   = 9 
ns   =  
N   = 	(G G(G		"(v	E	 
    ,J	%"(P)* (%%/) 
P_base  = ก "vG (W) 
PCC  = E	( 
Pcon_in  = ก ""JG	GKE	(%"FG (W) 
PF  = (ก	ก " 
PM  = (G.FN*	.H (	) 
Po  = ก ".	$KE	(%"FG (W) 
P.O.   = กKE.กG (%) 
Ptot  = ก ".)E!	(.,G)*(G  (W), ก ".)E!	 
,J	%"(P)* (W) 
PWM   = ,+-%(*&+ 
π    = , 
Q   = 
ก(!	$3, 
Qls   = E level shift )*J	ก		 (Coulumb) 
Qg   = E.ก		Eก#$(8)*	IG %,Gก*G (Coulumb) 
Rac    = (JGGH".). (Ω) 
Rcon    = (JGG"JG	GKE	(%"FG (Ω) 
RL  = 9,"(JG	(%"FG (Ω) 
R'L    = 9,"(JGG	(%"FG.N*	JJGv (Ω) 







cmΩ−  = (/%-&8&% 
1ω    = (P)*(ก (rad/s) 
rω    = (P)*.9%GG$.8E	9.9%GG$ (rad/s) 
sω    = (P)*(8.8E		G.(	$.	$ (rad/s) 
λ    = KNOG)*IJกH%GM*	(.,G)*(G  (V-s) 
1λ    = KNOG)*IJกH%GM*JGv	,J	%"(P)* (V-s) 
ρ    = (JGG!F"	"((G  ( cmΩ− ) 
RF   = +0%	 
s   =  
S1   = (	
ก$ 1 
S2   = (	
ก$ 2 
S3   = (	
ก$ 3 
S4   = (	
ก$ 4 
S5   = (	
ก$ 5 
S6   = (	
ก$ 6 
t   = &+ 
Tr   = 8(.("MOG (s) 
Ts   = 8(.(".J)* (s) 
THD   = %7&,5>%(ก% (%) 
THDi   = %7&,5>%(ก%'(ก1 (%) 
THDv  = %7&,5>%(ก%'(1 (%) 
u(t)  = CC$'5! 
V   = + 
cV    = 	%กG (cm
3) 
ccV    = %GH.")O"	ก		).ก (V) 
CV    = %Gก	(.กQE	(.$ (V) 
conV    = %G%%*+ (,	'(1
+7 ( dcV ) 







dcV    = +8 
fV   =  %Gก	9	% (V) 
LSV   =  %Gก		Eก#$(8)*	IG %,Gก*" (V) 
VLs_peak  =  		%Gก	(.,G)*(G  Ls ( peakV ) 
MinV   =  %G* E)*	J,( VB %" VS 		).ก (V) 
oV    = %G.	$KE	(%"FG ( dcV ) 
oV′    = %G.	$KE	("JGv ( dcV ) 
PCCV   = %G	$.	Q.	)*E	( ( rmsV ) 
peakV    = +, 
Pri_peakV   = 		%GJGv	,J	%"(P)* ( peakV ) 
rmsV    = +(&(2%&( 
Rec_inV   = %G	GKE	$.	Q.		(.)ก%JG	GKE ( rmsV ) 
sV    = %GH)*E.8N*	9)) ( dcV ) 
s, meanV   = %G.	$KE.4")*	(.)ก%H"$ 1 .H ( dcV ) 
s, peakV   = 		%G.	$KE	(.)ก%H"$ 1 .H ( peakV ) 
Sec_peakV   = 		%GJGE	,J	%"(P)* ( peakV ) 
V-s   = +- 
W   =  
WA   = KNOG)*8	KG"(		OG (cm
2) 
ZCS   = ก(8$ก%G$ 











&$!"'(#)&	**+ ,*% (-ก .-/'ก	-!*	
"+
ก






















	,#-&	,-' "ก8)&!";"+ < &	$)*"#	,#"+, (polarization) 














&**:,%!- &  ./,
& :;  ก





;  &! ;2





























  (The Siam Photon Project) 






(National Synchrotron Research Center, NSRC) #.+","	

: /"+ '(#






















# 1.0 GeV .-
"**
	&# - กก$ *
8" 
;	 
(SORTECH Corporation)  
&   2 i $j   (  I  $ *"  + 2'   ; 7 *"  ก  
, "   	 



















กL'-H," ( # : kก; 	 
,- &	 









*ก 2 ,"ก 	 

















:)  * ก



















#  "ii), $กH"' "ii), $-&/'ก "!

; (RF 
cavity) !:: !"(-ก"*H ก










 (screen grid) 	
ก






&! (ripple voltage) 
# กH" (-ก"*#"+, < #$iiก2"ก,#-- I" 
H	"i .L	$)%!&/ 






L(-กH"#	, $-H ก"+ "p




$%")s;"+-(:-ก, 10 0 :+,&














 ," , !t;+ .H
ก
!"m กH"





 RS2058CJ .(:-(%	#  "ก (main amplifier) #
&**
	, $กH"'(,ก"กก*$%	#	














- กH"(-;!$	 800 dcV  500 W ก
	$	
" 
≤  1% &#
"ก








!$ก ≤  5% 	L!(%,& 















































 กH" & กH"!";	,
,H (slow pulse) Hก#!ก"
#ก
&&
" Hก กH""ก,ก 3 



















































:-, ก" : ,
L"ก





& (3 phase current regulator and diode rectifier) ,
L":
;
(chopped d.c. regulator) &,
L"















"2' ; (ZVS) 
&ก
,:;ก





,:;	,/'- "*/.I$*"+ -L'-," H," ก ,#-ก"* 
,
L"
; ก  "", +  


















































































&$  inC / 2  (,






&$ sC / 2  (,







































































L"-**# 1 kW 115 Vdc H	,/














































































	,/"ก'  L'-," -
-,
L"
;-** 1  ** LCL H
	,/,: 100 kHz !
,*	,/'ก-#**H-H 



































































;: LCLC 1  ก
	$	




















Tanavade, Suryawanshi, Thakre, and Chaudhari (2005) H      ก  
   ก  * *   & 

- 


















' PSIM 	)&L'-," -(-
#-
$, $ก





























































&**#  "ii), $กH"'#	
กH !"m#.+
(," , !t;+  ,-(L%!*ก
'  1.5 .





































," ก ,#-  













*  3  ก,/."กก
H#,
L"















 PSIM  



























;**# 3  **,k 






















 %8   *H 















































'!0//& $#ก	%	 (Siam Photon Source) #!@$##&)	
#%*ก+#$ 	'.$&')%)	#(+
##กA'+ Bก)	'ก	C%+




ก # #%/($ (injection system) 
กกก*
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#%*ก+# #%/($ #$#ก	%	/C%+#&)	#%*ก+#'




#&)	กกก*#%*ก+#-+	!%	N$+#ก	 #%/*($/&		  +#+#-!/
!@ก	ก	 ##%*ก+#$/&#'










$#ก	%	   
 2.2.1 #$% 
  #%/($ #$#ก	%		$C%+#&)	#%*ก+#
'	$ 1.0 GeV #%/($!ก#-!
 $##&)	
+ (linear 
accelerator, LINAC) 	#&)		+$	 (low energy beam transport line, LBT) 
$##&)	

ก (booster synchrotron, SYN) 	#&)		 
(high energy beam transport line, HBT) -
'!$ 2.2-2.5 ก			 #$#ก	%
	%$+/	ก!c#%*ก+# (electron gun) ,$+%+#$+	 #$##&)	 

+ C%+#%*ก+###ก	&ก U 2 
%	 +	/
d 	 100 kV $/	
'ก 











  12 










	$ 2.856 GHz /ก$
	& 40 MeV /	กC	ก	
$##&)	
+ #%*ก+#	 
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#&..	ก	B 10-8 Torr *ก
 *ก 		#&)	 
*กd (pulse magnet) #	d#h (RF cavity) !$ 2.4 *กdก
'		'/

























!	N 4.17 	) 'ก	#%*ก+#	 40 MeV '		!@ 1.0 GeV 

	*
!	N 0.99999986 	 #
	*
 (B&)ก  ก', 2548) '/
*ก
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C'Bก	$#$ ##%*ก+#/ก$(C#&..	ก	B'$&  
กกก*
#&)	 #$#ก	%	/$




 #$ 2.3) 
$





















	+$	 (soft X-rays) ,%+#$C%+-ก	-!	# 3 	 # 
	#	 VUV Photoemission Spectroscopy 	#	 X-ray Absorption 






	 xwavelength shiftery ,$!@*ก+
	
%$ (superconducting 
magnet) !$ 2.7 $#%$Bก)	 #$#ก	%	'		C%+,%+#















	$ 118 MHz 	
กกก*#&)	 #
$#ก	%	-




	$ 118 MHz  	 1 mW !r#'ก)	 RF ก	+$	 
(low level RF) C	+
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 /	กC	)	 RF ก	+$	 $
%&
	$ 118 MHz ก!r# 	)	 	ก	
 (high power amplifier) ,$'(# 4CX3500A # RS2058CJ 
-








	$ 118 MHz $##ก/	ก)	 	ก	กC	#	$ก
 (coaxial 
waveguide) -!#	d #h !$  2.10 $#((	'ก#% *ก+# ,$-
 
+		$ 2.1  %ก 
#ก% กก% # ## 
 
 4CX3500A RS2058CJ 
   #ก% -100 Vdc -120 Vdc 
   กก% 500 Vdc 800 Vdc 
















กกก*#&)	 #$#ก	%	ก##ก'/	ก	&- 30 kW $#-
ก	ก+&
$
%&ก	#	d#h/	ก*! (gap voltage) 
	$ 118 MHz
 	 100 kV  	 ก	
#	/ก






&      
#	d#h (RF control unit) /		$




























!$ 2.11 กgN	-hhr	'#	d#h #
กกก*#&)	 
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ก	 	..	N 	#&..	ก	B$%		'(		$ 	..	N
%&
-
hก	'$##&)	 # # -+# (klystron)  
#/'(	 	..	N'	
	$$+$	ก




	 300 MHz (Thompson and Dykes, 1994) !$ 2.12 
กgN #-+#$'( 	$-







%	%td #!@#&..	ก	B$ 4  
 
(-
-# (filament)) #  (cathode) #ก% (control grid) กก%


























ก  #%*ก+#$ก!!###ก/	ก 
 
/$#$-! 





























/ #..	N#	+d&+- #ก#/	ก กก%		$ก	
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,$..	N#%&+ก!r# 	 
#ก% ##C	+
ก*!/& Ci ' N$
 RL ..	N#	+d&+$##ก/	ก 
#C		+
ก*!/& Co %$	.$+#	 














!$ 2.14  +


















		 3  
 
3.1  
 	กก			ก			  !"	#	
ก$%&&'	 3 )*  +*"	%,	-$ 3.1 *	&
0"$1	"	$%!)2 sV '	 311 dcV 	ก70+ (DC link) "
$1!)2 oV '	 800 dcV  	*กก' RS2058CJ   
7#*+&2'	ก	H	'I +'I -ก&7#*+&2'$%              
&&'	 3 )* !"ก&&!"	+*	J   	22"'& Hก	KI 
กก			 L	'$%0 *'$ 	ก H&	KIก		ก	)
กM#H*+&2		+K ก	ก&&	N'"+-!"	กก	)กM#H*+&2	
	+K H'"*7"	H	*ก		%ก			'$%&&
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3.2  กก	
		 3  
*	&$%&&'	 3 )* I$1*$Hก&ก'
	ก		'I 		  +*"	'ก	 $Hก&"
)-&2 '	 +"$	+K*- กH* ก
	272H 2	+	& กก			'$%+2"	ก)-&
2 3 )* I$Hก&"7$ก#*20	 6 2 (S1-S6) &72!)2
( sV ) 	ก70+'"	+	 "	ก	$$1!)*&	+K*- 3 )* 	Nกก	
&&"7$ก#*202H2	กH*	&H 180° 2	+H	+	H*+ *"
K&*I&-$ 3.2 ก			'7$ก#*20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2		 3.1  '"ก		'$% 
กก		272 ( oP ) 500 W 
	272 ( oV ) 800 dcV  
ก	กH+'	272 ≤ 1 % 
ก	7+		272 ≤ 1 % 
ก	7ก'	272 ≤ 5 % 
722	*770+ ( sV ) 311 dcV  
  
+	#	'"ก		2	+2		 3.1 O!"	 $%+7#*+&2
*+'	H&  	$12"ก&&+"$	+K*-'
$%"+7#*+&2$'I  		 ก	"2	*	& (N) 
'+"$	+K*-	ก& 0.57:1  1:1.754 *	&ก	ก&&'	&&
'	 +2"	กก		#	2	'	 M 	N	+*+2	+*+ก	 (3.16) +	
 oV′  = 0.57×800 = 456 dcV H sV  = 311 dcV  I!"	2	'	 M = 1.5 	ก I
	#	ก	2$Hก&7#,	 Q +	H*+	กก	)กM#H*+&2		+K&7+
	2	'	 M = 1.5 HกM#H'ก	)2"+	+0!++	กก!$ $]ก!+"
	+K*20K-ก$&	!ก!$ 	H	ก	+K$$!+	กH	"&7+
	272!"	ก 	ก!'ก	 +	#	ก	)กM#H*+&2		+K' 
$%*!"-$ 3.13 		 Iกก	)+	2$Hก&7#,	
Q = 4 +	#	ก	2&*'$%		+K*-ก	7	กก	)
กM#H*+&2		+K  Q = 4 &	 2	'	 M '$%H+		ก& 1.5  
กO2+2	* F +		ก& 1.2 2	+	H*!"-$ 3.16 	กก	ก	"
	+K Fr = 71 kHz   	N	+*+ F = Fs/Fr 	#			+K*20 
Fs !"	ก& 85.2 kHz 	ก 	N	+*+2	+*+ก	 (3.22) H (3.23) 	#	'	 
2	 Ls H2กO&$H7 Cp I!"	 Ls = 233 µH H Cp = 21.50 nF   R'L  
0	+2"		"	$L+,-+'	ก	 I*	+	K	#!"	ก R'L = N
2(Vo
2/Po)  
+		ก& 415.87 Ω 
	กกH*"		272'$%+*"	$1&&! 
กH*)-& 3 )*   	272กกH*H$	กvก	ก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I 		  !"ก&&"ก2 	%	+	+K2) of  = 3  kHz 
	ก	+*+ o o o= f 1/2 L Cπ  ก$1!$!"	กI ก	0" Lo = 1.8 mH 
H Co = 1.6 µF 			+2*2	  '$%&&'	 3 )* !"
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( sV ) 
Switching 
Frequency 
(Fs) Ls Cp 
HF Transformer 
Turns Ratio 




311 Vdc 85.2 kHz 233 µH 21.50 nF 0.57:1 1.8 mH 1.6 µF 1,280 Ω 
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
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ก	*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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2 I+
กM#H$1&& 6 '  ++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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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	กก	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+	2	ก 
Fs (kHz) 14.2 42.6 56.8 71 85.2 99.4 127.8 
F 0.2 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.8 
oV  (Vdc) 601 850 1,110 1,253 804 493 238 
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	 1 0 
/2) 4.2 (ก) 
'3/
!!3*% 
) 4.2 () ก) 4.2 ()  3*

	"(R% ( s, meanV ) ''ก4"- (ripple factor, γ ) /
กก (4.1) ' 
ก (4.2)  
4 (B.L Theraja and A.K. Theraja, 1994)  
  
















)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
	"(%ก'  () 
	"(%ก' 
   '3!!3*% 
  



















V 4 3fC V
γ   (4.2) 
 
 Vs, mean    
	"(R%%ก'0)4-
	 1 0 ( dcV ) 
 Vs, peak    ,%

	"( ( peakV ) 
 Idc    ก'	"(%ก'0)4-
	 1 0 (Adc) 
 Cout    ,(ก.4'(ก
	"( (F) 
 f    ,
-"( (Hz) 
 γ     'ก4"- 
 
 กกก.4)
/001 1 0  50 Hz 2*D-4-กกก/001 1
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4 3 50 5.31 10−× × × ×
γ    
* 0.28% 86%),2ก35	%4/
 ก/,*ก.4'(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  4(
-		 86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4(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(ก3	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/2)  4.4 ก*./
,4(
-		 'ก4
% 2 ,  *,%' (processing unit) '4  (gate 
driver circuit) *กก 4(-ก *,%'4!!3'ก
-"(+, 0 - 10 dcV ( !!3 *42*-	 	 
%-+- 
77 kHz x 150 kHz)   ก!!3
--
 12 4- "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44        
0)4-
	 3 0 










$88	44 3 0 ',)(
 




(ก3	-+- *42+2ก -		 6"-3ก)/
ก 
ก 2* 2:'%% M ,)(
 *ก"-3ก0
กq3'4-$88	44 3 0 , Q = 4 ก) 3.13  
ก*./
, %% M ,)(
, F = 0.95 ก
$88	 Fr ,,ก4 71 kHz 
 6&%"7	 F = Fs/Fr 
 3*,-+- Fs  2*%% M ,((
 86/
,  







 3.2 (%ก-+- Fs 86ก *
2*,,ก4 67.45 kHz) "4,ก''

)(



























 6ก2+ Bipolar MOS Transistor 
IXBH16N170A 86 "-ก
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(ก3	-+- S4 กก 2* 




) 4.6  	
	,ก -		 
 
 4.3.2  	445	 	 



















6ก -		 ' 86%*%ก-
6ก4(ก3	 
-+- *(ก3	 r /
 *2* ก,6-7กก44
4( 86*4((ก3	-+- 6  2ก -		2* 
/
%,)ก,%  '4(-+--		/
, 77 kHz 6 150 kHz 
$





3 0 ,, 164 - 1,037 dcV $
%'3 ( 3$
%&%)กก0กq3'4-




2* 800 dcV  ) 4.7 
2**.64%%  











) 4.7  %%-		 2%,-+- 77 - 150 kHz 
 
   *4กก44'4(-		:"4.ก/


/2)  4.4 %'%

  -ก ,' 86 *
'!!3'ก-"( 0 - 10 dcV !!34ก
 %),2%, 
77 x 150 kHz 
) 4.8 *./
,$'ก4
%(ก3	*ก 2   
!!3'ก




  53 
(digital signal controller) dsPIC30F2020  *4 MAX174 !!3'ก

--44
 12 4-  4-q MAXIM !!3
%.)(
     
8 µs , dsPIC30F2020 
--8-ก$	4-q Microchip Technology 
86)กก44 *42+2"#*,,%ก 44-+-$
%R"' dsPIC30F2020
') 16 4- 
%.)(
 30  ,- (30 MIPS) (Microchip 
Technology Inc., 2006) 2,') 4.8 dsPIC30F2020 )ก$ก
80		2* 'ก4 MAX174 " ก'!!3'ก-"( 
0 - 10 dcV 2*!!34ก%),2%, 77 - 150 kHz 
/2



























































































































































) 4.9  :)-ก'!!3 dsPIC30F2020 
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  *)@ 1  กก *




'44 FRC oscillator ' phase locked loop "!!3-ก
480 MHz >
'44 power on reset ก *
,-	 stack pointer (W15) 2*,ก4 4016 
'ก *
"	 RF 7-8 "		"(  
  *)@ 2  กก *
,"-	+,-2*ก4$
) PWM  86$
)
:%2 dsPIC30F2020  *!!34ก
"-)
 5 V ,ก"	 RE0 





, 232816 2-	 PTPER (primary  time base register) 
กก *
4 2*!!34ก- 70 kHz  ,6$*
, 119416 





,-	 PHASE1 PHASE2 ' PHASE3 " 2* 
(0'*,!!3"	 RE0 ก4 RE2 ' RE2 ก4 RE3 ,ก 60° กq3'!!3 
4กกก$
) PWM  dsPIC30F2020 




) 4.10  !!34กก$
) PWM 
 
  *)@ 3  2 dsPIC30F2020 ,!!3-ก 1 / CE '-ก 0 /
 R/C  MAX174  "2* MAX174  ก!!3'ก-"( (0 - 10 dcV ) 
!!3
--
 12 4- MAX174 2+2ก!!3'3 8 µs  
  *)@ 4  2 dsPIC30F2020 8!!3 R/C  ' CE  MAX174 
ก4ก-ก 1  0  
4 '*%(
 10 µs "2* MAX174  ก!!32*
.  
  
  56 
  *)@ 5  *ก*%(
4 10 µs dsPIC30F2020 6,!!3-ก 1 / 
CE  MAX174 ",)/
กก!!3 ก MAX174 6,)

--44 12 4- ก D0-D11 "2* dsPIC30F2020  /',/ 
  *)@ 6  2 dsPIC30F2020  )
-- 12 4- ,/
ก D0 - D11 
 MAX174  ก' "7	/
, 4 
-/8- '(0 ,
dsPIC30F2020 6 ,"-	*,/ก *
2-	 PTPER MDC ' Phase 1-3
$











"	 RE0 RE2 ' RE4  dsPIC30F2020 !!3,'"	',,ก '

-/8-,ก4 50% ,(0'*,!!3กก"	 RE0 ก4 RE2 ' RE2 
ก4 RE3 ',ก 60° 

/2) 4.10 !!34ก'%),2%, 77 kHz - 
150 kHz '"7	44กก4!!3'ก-"( 0 - 10 dcV ก, 
!!3'ก-"(, 0 !!34ก',,ก4 150 kHz '
!!3'ก, ,ก4 10 dcV  !!34ก', ,ก4 77 kHz 
 dsPIC30F2020  2.6ก4/  3 2*, Dก
+,%),
 %'%
$ก:q84"#6 *4 dsPIC30F2020 
/

/2:ก ก.  
   ก  / 
 7- 4  % /           ก  *.  ,    !! 3  4 ก  / 
   ก 
dsPIC30F2020 "% 3 !!3 86%/,"%" *4 /4-		440)4-
	 
3 0 
 !!34ก"-ก 3 !!3 $
%ก !!3กก






!!3 *44ก4 6 !!3 'ก
ก *
+ g1 - g6 ) 4.11 




 10 dcV  86

!!3/
,ก4 77.2 kHz 
ก,ก44/ (77 kHz) "% 0.26% 
ก!!3 g1 - g6 กก,'
"-)
"%, 5 V '/,
ก%ก$






















) 4.11  !!3	"(,' ก
4
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,
-/8ก- ,2*!!3	"( ˆ ˆg1 - g6  (












,!!3-"( g1 - g6 )ก1, RC '
%4%4
 (comparator) 86 *
R46!!3-"( 
g1 - g6 ,2*,
-/8-!!3	"( ˆ ˆg1 - g6  
 ก, 50% 
 6 2*
+,ก-
6'*,46'4),!!3	"( ˆ ˆ(g1, g4)  ˆ ˆ(g3, g6)  ' 
ˆ ˆ(g5, g2)  





  RC 4!!3-"( g1 - g6 86กq3'!!3
*%
-/8ก- 50%  2+,46!!3-"(ก.4'( C /
4ก

'(, R  2*46
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44ก8	$"+%ก'6'
4
 5 V 6*'4!!3-"(
ก.4'( C '%'(,/
$
 1N4004 86,, R  RC  2*






















''-ก 1 (5 V) '
2 ก4ก *ก'
4






















































ก-%-%-"7	 ก2+ Bipolar MOS Transistor IXBH16N170A  *4 *
-+	2ก -		 ก)4-q)- (IXYS, 2000) IXBH16N170A 
+, (tri : inductive load TJ  = 125° C) 150 ns 
 6ก *
+,),
!!3	"( ˆ ˆ(g1, g4)  ˆ ˆ(g3, g6)  ' ˆ ˆ(g5, g2)  2*,กก, 150 ns 86/
ก *
/ 700 ns 
ก 3*









)  4.14 *./
, +,46
-"( 
VC ก%'ก&)%	 5 V 44ก+	$"+% 86/ก (4.3) 
 
 t /RCCV (t ) = 5(1 e )
− ′
−′ ′   (4.3) 
 
 CV′   '
4
"	-ก 1 (5 V) !!3	"(ก RC 
    t′ (V) 
 t′   4ก(
-46"	-ก 1 (s) 
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 R  ,2 RC (Ω ) 





) 4.14  !!3%4%4
 
 
ก+,'*,46'4),!!3	"( ˆ ˆ(g1, g4)  ˆ ˆ(g3, g6)  













4 dcV 'ก2+ก.4'( C 
 1.5 nF 
 &%"7	กก (4.3) 
 3*, R  2*+,, ,ก4 700 ns ก/
 




 5 kΩ   *4 2+2 RC ) 4.15 
),













/2) 4.16 ,/ %ก$

/001 *







 5,300 rmsV    6  ก1ก-2*
'ก'/001ก
ก %*%ก,(ก3	, r %),24( ก/84ก IR2133  
4!!3-"(44ก 




%/8 SN74HC14 %ก, *ก612*ก4/84ก  
IR2133 86 *!!34ก"-)

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  63 
Bipolar MOS Transistor IXBH16N170A 2ก -		440)4-
	 3 0,/
- !%,*6 662ก2+/84ก IR2133  กก44*,,%
4) (boostrap supply) 86 **,,%/02*ก44ก
) (high  
side driver circuit) %),:%2/84ก $*,,%4)'ก4
% ก.4
'(4) (bootstrap capacitor) '/
$
4) (boostrapdiode) ก) 4.16  
ก.4'(4)  ก.4'( 0.68 µF ,%),'*, VB1 - VS1  VB2 - VS2 '  






/) MUR160 ,%),'*,  
VCC - VB1  VCC - VB2 ' VCC - VB3 /84ก IR2133 
ก.4'(4)














cc f LS Min
  
I I
2 2Q   Q
F F
C =





                                                              (4.4)
 
 BSC   ,ก.4'(4) (F) 
 Qg  '(ก (gate charge) (ก3	-+-%),2 *,ก-4 (C) 
 Iqbs(max)  ก' Iqbs )(
/84ก (A) 
 Qls  '( level shift ก,4 (level shift charge required per cycle) 
 $
%ก-',  , ก4 5  nC  *4/84ก"-ก


 500V/600V ' 20 nC  *4/84ก"-ก

 1200 V 
 ICbs(leak)  ก'/*ก.4'(4) (A) 
 Vcc  
/0%:-ก/84ก (V) 




 LSV   
ก,(ก3	-+-%),2 *,ก-, (V) 
 VMin  
 (
%4/
'*, VB ' VS /84ก (V) 
 Fs  -+- (Hz) 
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 4.1  "-	 2+ 3*,(ก.4'(4) 
IR2133 IXBH16N170A MUR160 
Iqbs(max) Qls Vcc VMin  Qg VLS Vf 
100 µA 5 nC 18 V 10 V 65 nC 6 V 1.25 V 
 
กก&6กq)4-q)-/84ก IR2133 (International Rectifier, 2005) '
Bipolar MOS Transistor IXBH16N170A (IXYS, 2000)  2*/
,"-	, r  
 2+ 3*,ก.4'(4) %'%
/

/2 4.1  
,"-	, r 2 4.1 /2ก 4.4 $
%ก *
2*-+- Fs ,
,ก4 77 kHz ',ก.4'(4)(
-) 
 6'3













2 2 65 10    5  10  
77 10 77 10
C 0.36
18  1.25  6  10
−
− −×





   µF 
2-%-%-"7	 ก2+ก.4'(+-





Bipolar MOS Transistor IXBH16N170A (S1 - S6) ,ก












 3 0 44% 
 1,800 Ω  ,0 '1










8,,ก4 100 dcV  
กก *
2**'ก42ก














 0 dcV  2*ก4,
' *./
,กq3'
0	"(-		กq3'44 6  '
  




) 4.17  	
	4(-		 
 





 10 dcV 2*ก4,
' กq3'
0	"(-		%กq3'44 6  ,























































 10 dcV 2*ก4,
 ' 
 



















































































































































































































































































































!"#$%& 4.23  '()*+,-./!01)2-0!3240!3$%&567"!83 
  



























$88	44 3 0 /
ก44/2* 3.4 4 3 2* 
% 
-+-, 67.45 kHz 6 156 kHz $
%&%$ก .) PSIM /
4/2





 )กก 2* 2+, 67.45 kHz - 156 kHz 
Resonant Network High Frequency Transformer 
Ls Cp Pri. Winding Sec.Winding 
Fs 
(kHz) 
VLs_peak ILs_peak VCp_peak ICp_peak VPri._peak IPri_peak VSec._peak ISec._peak 
67.45 529 V 4.50 A 428 V 4.50 A 428 V 1.82 A 750 V 1.04 A 
71.00 517 V 4.55 A 413 V 4.55 A 413 V 1.74 A 724 V 0.99 A 
77.00 471 V 4.14 A 361 V 4.14 A 361 V 1.50 A 632 V 0.86 A 
80.00 467 V 3.85 A 329 V 3.85 A 329 V 1.34 A 577 V 0.77 A 
90.00 421 V 2.99 A 232 V 2.99 A 232 V 0.93 A 407 V 0.53 A 
100.00 373 V 2.42 A 167 V 2.42 A 167 V 0.67 A 292 V 0.38 A 
110.00 332 V 2.04 A 125 V 2.04 A 125 V 0.50 A 220 V 0.29 A 
120.00 305 V 1.75 A 98 V 1.75 A 98 V 0.39 A 172 V 0.22 A 
130.00 286 V 1.52 A 79 V 1.52 A 79 V 0.31 A 138 V 0.18 A 
140.00 273 V 1.34 A 65 V 1.34 A 65 V 0.25 A 114 V  0.15 A 
150.00 262 V 1.22 A 55 V 1.22 A 55 V 0.22 A 96 V 0.12 A 
156.00 257 V 1.16 A 50 V 1.16 A 50 V 0.20 A 88 V 0.11 A 
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!กq3	, r กD2 4.2 *%
,/ 
 Fs     ,-+- (Hz) 
 VLs_peak     ,%

ก,*%  Ls (Vpeak) 
 ILs_peak     ,%
ก'/*,*%  Ls (Apeak) 
 VCp_peak     ,%

ก,ก.4'( Cp (Vpeak) 
 ICp_peak     ,%
ก'/*,ก.4'( Cp (Apeak) 




 IPri._peak     ,%
ก'
:)-*) (Apeak) 




 ISec._peak     ,%
ก'
(-%:)-*) (Apeak) 






 21.50 nF '*%  Ls 
 233 µH (34-ก.4'( 2+2
$88	ก.4'(44/,  /




กก, 428 peakV  ()กก  4.2)
2-%ก2+ก.4'(+-
 metallised polypropylene film 
 15 nF 630 V   
3  ,ก 86/








) 4.24  ก.4'( Cp $,%$88	 
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ก.4'( Cp $,%$88	  *4*% (ก Ls 
 233 µH 
$,%$88	 ก44'6 ก2
/,*% 
 .)(34-ก *,% -7กก44'*%  Ls 

,/ (Erickson, 1997) 
  *)@  1  2 ก 3*















'ก*6 662ก*%   กก+-

( 2+ 
ก*% 2**'ก4%,2+ 2-%-"7	 ก2+ก 
ก
(':0	/	 (manganese zinc) 86*' *4 /2+ก*% 
 2+, 10 kHz 6 1 MHz 
*'ก 3*/
ก
ก (4.5) (Erickson, 1997) 
 
 ( )













  (4.5) 
 
 Kgfe  ,+-3-ก (/,*,%) 
 ρ   ,'-7- (effective resistivity) 
  ( cmΩ− ) 
 λ   "2ก0
64*%  (V-s) 
 I  ,ก'	.*%  (Arms) 
 Kfe  ,'-7-ก)!% (loss coefficient) ก (W/cm
3Tß) 
 β   ,%กก 2"	ก)!% (loss exponent) ก (/,*,%) 
 Ku  ,'ก4ก"
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) 4.25  
'ก'*%  Ls กก -+- 67.45 kHz 
 
  "-3)/
กก  4.2 "4,

ก,*%  Ls ,)(
,ก4 529 Vpeak 86ก-
6 
-+-,ก4 67.45 kHz  
 )กก ก 

ก, 6)ก 2+2กก44'*%  Ls $,%        
$88	 ) 4.25 
กq3'
'ก'*%  Ls /
กก 
2* -+-,ก4 67.45 kHz  กก 3*"2ก0

64*%  Ls (λ ) 
%$ก MATLAB /
, λ  ,ก4 0.0021 V-s '
"-3ก'*%  Ls *./
, กq3'2ก%)8%	 6'3
,ก'	. (I) *%  Ls /
,ก4 3.18 Arms  *4,"-	ก
0	/	  /2+2ก 3
ก 
,/ (Erickson, 1997) , β  
$
%ก-'%),2+, 2.6 x 2.8 2ก *
2* β  ,,ก4 2.7 ,,'-7-ก)!% 
Kfe ก"-3 100 kHz 86,,ก4 50 W/cm
3Tß '%2*ก)!%(7- Ptot










 Ku ,,ก4 25%  ,"-	*,





6 2 2 2 / 2.7
8 3
2.7 2 / 2.7gfe




× × × ×
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 3622 ก44 EE50 'ก44 ETD39 , Kgfe 
ก4, 3/









ก)!%ก /0012ก  %,/ก. ก44 pot %



























 2-%-%-"7	 6ก2+ก44 EE55/55/21 86*8/
:%2'&








/2 4.3 กR"' ((#	 
, 2537)  
 
 4.3  )ก0	/	 EE55/55/21 
"*




444- WA 2.50     cm
2 
-ก cV  43.70   cm
3 
'%'
-0ก8	,*.ก2ก lm 12.30   cm 
 
  *)@ 2 *ก/
กก0	/	 EE55/55/21  *4 2+ ก
*%  Ls 2ก 3,*,)(
0ก8	,*.กก-
62







u A c m fe
I (MLT)B = 10
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 Bmax  ,*,)(
0ก8	,*.กก-
62ก (Tesla) 
 ρ   ,'-7- (effective resistivity) 
  ( cmΩ− ) 
 λ   "2ก0
64*%  (V-s) 
 I  ,ก'	.*%  (Arms) 
 MLT  ,%R%,4

  (cm) 
 Ku  ,'ก4ก"

 




 Ac  "*
ก (cm
2) 
 lm  '%'
-0ก8	,*.ก2ก (cm) 
 β   ,
ก)!% (loss exponent) ก (/,*,%) 
 Kfe  ,'-7-ก)!% (loss coefficient) ก (W/cm
3Tß) 
 




0ก8	,*.ก2ก,'3 0.25 - 0.5 Tesla (Erickson, 1997) ,"-	,2*!,
 /2+ 3*,*,)(
0ก8	,*.กก (4.6) % 
,
%กก42+2ก 3*,+-3- Kgfe ก (4.5) %ก, WA  Ac 
' lm 86,"-	ก0	/	 EE55/55/21 /
'4(/2 4.3  *4, 
%R%,4












 ก EE 2:ก . 86/
, MLT = 11.4 cm  ,"-	, r  
/2ก (4.6)  3*,*,)(
0ก8	,*.กก-
6




1/( 2.7 2 )6 2 2
8
3max = =
1.724 10 0.0021 3.18 11.4B 10 0.054
2 0.25 2.50 3.54 12.3 2.7 50
+
− × × × ×
× 
× × × × × × 
  Tesla 
กก 3%%/
, กก2+ก0	/	
 EE55/55/21  ก '/, 2*




62ก,"% 0.054 Tesla 86% ก,,*,0ก8	,*.ก 2*ก
0	/	ก-
ก- (0.25-0.5 Tesla) 
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  *)@ 3 *ก/
 ก'-,*%  Ls '/,ก-
ก-3'
  26 3* 4

*%  Ls $
%&%"7	




n = 102 B A 3.54 ×× ×
λ
  (4.7) 
 
 n   4

*%  (4) 
 λ   "2ก0
64*%  (V-s) 
 Bmax  ,*,)(
0ก8	,*.กก-
62ก (Tesla) 












n = 10 = 552 0.054 3.54 ×× ×   4 




























  '%'+,ก&ก (m) 
 µ0   8684,*.กก& (
74 10π −× H/m) 
 Ac  "*
ก (cm
2) 
 n   4

 (4) 
 Ls  ,*% *%  Ls (H) 
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(ก)                                                                          () 
 





) 4.27  กq3'+,ก&ก*%  Ls 6- 
  
  78 
,'%'+,ก& l
g
= 6 mm  3/
 *%6 '%'+,ก&ก *ก"-3 
*กq 2ก3$ก*% กq3'44กq E 2 
'ก4ก'





  1 ก *
 *,+,ก&'%' l
g




/2 * 3 mm /กก 
) 4.26 (ก) 
, 2 ก *
+,ก&'%' l
g
 = 6 mm /กก"% *,
% 















/3 * 2 mm 

/2) 4.27  









≤   (4.9) 
 
 Ku  ,'ก4ก"

  












  ก)2 4.3 ก EE55/55/21 "+,"

444- (WA) 
,ก4 2.50 cm2  4

 (n)  3/






 (Ku) ,ก4 25% 
 ก"7	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  ก"-	4, +, ,%กก 2"	ก)!% 
ก (β ) ,'-7-ก)!%ก (Kfe) ,%R%,4

 










  LCR -	 Agilent 4263B 


















4*%  Ls  100 kHz 
%





% ก.4'( Cp 
 
22.5 nF 3 +(
 '*%  Ls 
 233 µH 3  4, PCB 

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 4.4.2  T5U45V
W 
 ก)/
กก $88	 3 0 2* 2+,














-+-,ก4 67.45 kHz +,
%ก4กก44*%  Ls 86/
7-4%










*%  Ls2$,%$88	  กก44*)(/

 
,/ (Erickson, 1997) 
 
1λ 1λ
       
 
                                      (ก)                                                                            () 
 
) 4.29  
'ก'*)  
   (ก) 
'ก'
:)- 
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 ( )












≥ ×   (4.10) 
 
 Kgfe  ,+-3-ก (/,*,%) 
 ρ   ,'-7- (effective resistivity) 
  ( cmΩ− ) 
 1λ   "2ก0
64
:)-*) (V-s) 





   
:)- (Arms) 
 Kfe  ,'-7-ก)!% (loss coefficient) ก (W/cm
3Tß) 
 β   ,
ก)!% (loss exponent) ก (/,*,%) 
 Ku  ,'ก4ก"

 
 Ptot  ,ก )!%(7-*) (W) 
 
ก) 4.29 (ก) &%$ก MATLAB  3*"2ก0

64
:)-*) (λ1 ) /









%$ก PSIM -+- 67.45 kHz 
86 3, Itot /











 Ku ,,ก4 25%  กก2+ก+-
0	/	 
 6'32* β  ,ก4 2.7
' Kfe ,,ก4 50 W/cm
3Tß +,
%ก4ก 3
ก*%  Ls /

7-4%/2* 4.4.1  *4ก )!%(7-*)2,'0 ก *
2*
,/,ก- 2 W 






6 2 2 2 / 2.7
8 3
gfe 2.7 2 / 2.7
1.724 10 0.0020 2.88 50





× × × ×










ก, ก44 pot 
 4229 ก44 EE60 'ก44 ETD49  
2-%-%-"7	 ก2+ก44 EE65/66/27 86 *,%ก%,%:%2'& 
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*%  Ls , , λ  '
% 1λ  86*%6 "2ก0
64
 
 4.4  )ก0	/	 EE65/66/27 
"*




444- WA 3.93     cm
2 
-ก cV  78.20   cm
3 
'%'
-0ก8	,*.ก2ก lm 14.70   cm 
 

:)-*)  4.4 
)ก EE65/66/27 ((#	 






  (MLT) ก 
EE 2:ก . /
, MLT ก EE65/66/27 ,ก4 13.4 cm 
 ก"7	2
ก (4.6)  3*,*,0ก8	,*.ก)(
ก-





1/( 2.7 2 )6 2 2
8
3max = =
1.724 10 0.0020 2.88 13.4B 10 0.035
2 0.25 3.93 5.32 14.7 2.7 50
+
− × × × ×
× 
× × × × × × 











0.25 - 0.50 Tesla 2ก3/, ก442
 r (-%:)- 
 *)@ 3 *ก/
 ก'-,*)/,ก-
ก-
23'  2 6ก 3* 4

*) 
"7	2ก (4.7)  $
%ก n 




:)-*) ' λ  
% λ1 86*%6 "2ก0

64
:)-*) 86 3 4












  4 
  







(-%:)-6,,ก4 94 4 
















≤   (4.11) 
 





≤   (4.12) 
 












 I1  ก'	.
:)- (Arms) 
 I2  ก'	.
(-%:)- (Arms) 




   :)- (Arms) 
 n1   4

:)- (4) 
 n2   4

(-%:)- (4) 
 Ku  ,'ก4ก"

 





กก $88	44 3 0 
%$ก 
PSIM -+- 67.45 kHz 86 2*%%,)(

"4, ก'	.
:)-,,ก4 1.44 Arms 'ก'	.
(-%:)- ,





:)- 6,,ก4 2.88 Arms ก"7	ก (4.11) 'ก (4.12) 
  















































































%4 %R4	 AWG18 
) 4.30 





) 4.30  *) 
 
4.5 		ก	
























  85 
 *4ก	"(44 , 86$'ก4
% *%  Lo 
 1.8 mH
'ก.4'( Co 
 1.6 µF  ก*%  Lo 2+
 
%4
 %R4	 AWG18 "4ก0	/	
 EE55/55/21 ,ก.4'( Co ก2+ 
ก.4'(+-
 polypropylyne film *% r ,ก "2*/
















"#6  %4%4ก4ก 











 RS2058CJ 3' 







-+-,ก4 85.2 kHz 86/
ก442*
	"(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, r 2+2ก  86,/
กกก44q 
* 3.4 4 3 %4%4ก4,"-	446-
"-	4,  ,(ก.4'( Cp ',$*
 RL 















 4.5  "-	กกก44  ก  '44 
Parameters Design/Simulation Prototype 
DC-Link  Voltage ( sV ) 311 dcV  311 dcV  
Switching Frequency (Fs) 85.2 kHz 85.2 kHz 
Ls 233 µH 233 µH Resonant Tank 
Cp 21.50 nF 22.50 nF 
HF. Transformer Turn Ratio (N) 0.57:1 0.57:1 
Lo 1.8 mH 1.8 mH Output Filter (LP) 
Co 1.6 µF 1.6 µF 
Load (RL) 1,280 Ω  1,280 Ω  ±5 % 
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 ) 4.33 
%,













62*'(ก3	-+-- ก' ) 4.34 
%,ก0 




(ก3	-+- S1 - ก'44 ZVS , ก,ก)!%2*'(ก3	-+- S1 
-*%(
 ก' 86ก*%(
 ก'/,44 ZVS ,2*2*'*%(
 ก'
ก )!%ก-
2(ก3	-+- S1 +, r ,)6 1,500 W $
%'3 
 *4ก )!%R%ก-
62(ก3	-+- S1  3/





62(ก3	-+- S1 - S6 /








ก  ,ก.%กq$)44 6 %), '"-)

'3 200 V 86,2ก%ก4,/
กก  
กก-		)ก





/2) 4.36 ' 
) 4.37  








 1,280 Ω   
4 /
,,ก4 835 dcV  
/ก,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                                     (ก)                                                                           () 
 
     
 
                                    ()                                                                           () 
 
) 4.33 
ก,'ก'/*,(ก3	-+-  (ก) 
'ก'
 (ก3	-+- S1 ( 
% PSIM)  () 
'ก'(ก3	-+- S4
 ( 
% PSIM)  () 
'ก'(ก3	-+- S1 (
4)

















) 4.34  ก )!%ก-
62(ก3	-+- S1 
 
















    
 
                                    (ก)                                                                          () 
 
) 4.35  
0	"(-		  (ก) ก 
















     
 
                                   (ก)                                                                              () 
 
) 4.36  ก'-"($,%$88	  (ก) ก 
% PSIM  () 
4 
 
        
























                                   (ก)                                                                              () 
 
) 4.37  
	"($,%$88	  (ก) ก 
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                                     (ก)                                                                             () 
 
) 4.38  

8	"(  (ก) ก 







































































































) 4.39  )










44 3 0 44 2*(34-
ก4กก44q/
 /2






/0 311 dcV  (
+$%
8  *4,%-"(2*ก4 /
ก
%ก'440)4-





MUR4100E   3  ,ก  2*4ก'/







 6.20 mF -		86 *
/0 311 dcV  ก(
+$%
8/04 3 0  77 kHz - 150 kHz $
ก 440)4-
	 3 0 ก2+ 8-	 IXBH16N170A 
"-ก
 








%4 %R4	 AWG29   12  ก%
%"4
ก0	/	 EE55/55/21 ,ก.4'( Cp ,'0 ก2+ก.4'(+-

metallised polypropylyne film ,ก /
,( 22.5 nF 
/กก44/
























 1,200 V 8 A  
กก%ก'	"()ก4%4
%
ก44 , 86ก442*0,ก4 3 kHz *%  Lo 




%4 %R4	 AWG18 "4ก
0	/	
 EE55/55/21 ,ก.4'( Co 2+ก.4'(+-
 polypropylyne film *% r
,ก(,ก4 1.6 µF 
 *ก/
	














 6ก ก'44 ZVS (ก3	-+-2
  











2* -+-,ก4 85.2 kHz ก44
2*





835 dcV  
/ก,ก"% 4.38% 86%%6)ก2ก-'*	'
ก44+-q /24  3 
กก44'	
	 




























!กก RS2058CJ !	 *  	!++	,-.ก	!/ 
ก	!!	0 	!-	123 4* .-	05ก		ก	.0	
	52.54-40ก 1% 	4ก85	0 	กก	! ก			-9:2
  	 3 <! =9>!-9*ก ก	*	=3 :9	ก?-	 
	52.5-9:	49	ก	5ก	 4.38% (! -	0C!-5 
85.2 kHz *.0	ก  311 dcV ) 0-	9K+	ก	-3 !	0	Cก44
ก	9 5-	0C!-5-9:0 	52.50	5	05ก	 5ก	
	-9:49	!L	ก			  -9M 00ก	!!/	52.5*
	49	กก	4* .4- 0		ก:ก* ก	99
4<<N	.5-0 (PCC) 5!L	-0ก		 *	.	-!..9ก,2 
3 ก9K+	ก	-	C	- =	9>5ก  *  - .0	52.5 
  -9Mก -9: =  9>3 	ก 	 ! 3  05	ก 
ก		!-1ก	* .กกP,2	  	-9:2  	 
3 <! ก	ก  *.-55-- .0  4 *ก	! *  - .0  -9M 
!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2 1 0 1 10.66 10.11 9.68 10.15 
2 2 0 1 10.68 10.03 9.72 10.14 
2 1 1 1 10.56 9.97 9.59 10.04 
2 1 2 1 10.55 9.97 9.59 10.04 
2 2 1 1 10.38 10.10 9.47 9.99 
2 2 2 1 10.26 9.77 9.38 9.80 
2 1 1 0 9.76 9.55 8.93 9.41 
2 1 2 0 9.76 9.34 8.94 9.34 
2 2 2 0 9.69 9.35 8.92 9.32 
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p 2 4 7
3.33s 2.31 10 s 3.22 10
G (s)
s 5.04 10 s 2.98 10
+ × + ×
=
+ × + ×
  (5.1) 
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p 2 4 7
3.33s 2.31 10 s 3.22 10
G H(s) = 0.01
s 5.04 10 s 2.98 10
+ × + ×
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 & * 1  	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 p 1 1G (j )H(j )ω ω  0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/9 5.6 4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& * 2  	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3 rad/s 49	-,	5		 PKˆ  * IKˆ  	S
!0ก	 (5.3) *!0ก	 (5.4) 5	0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G (j )H(j )ω ω
 (5.3) 
 
 I 1 Pˆ ˆK = 0.1 Kω  (5.4) 
 
=4	 PKˆ = 5.3  * IKˆ = 1,800  
 & * 3  	-,	<Kก2C	5-- .044	ก!0ก	 (5.5) 0 KC = 0.927 
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	 *  - .0-9M.0	









ก	-ก=  5-- .0405		 PK = 4.9  * IK = 1,669  
:L	 *:5 !*  005-- .045!++	,3 4	 8u(t) V 
=4	กก		:- MATLAB !4-/9 5.8 * /9 5.9 5	0	  84-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-:	0	9>ก		!-1ก	ก  5-- .04*  - .0-9M
.0		52.5-9:2  	 3 <! 	ก  800 dcV  
=:12	กก	ก  5-- .0 4	5		 KP = 4.90 * KI = 1,669 3	*ก	-
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549-3 =9>ก		!-1ก	.-55-- .04 =	--	123 
ก-	ก	.-55-- .04  *ก	ก-909 !++	,ก	ก
5-- .04*C/ก	499Nก -- .0-252-9: = !++	,
.5/- 0 - 10 dcV  	*!-:L	 8ก/9 5.10  354
	S9ก0 SIMULINK 	ก		:*  - .0-9M.05 (40	,	C=
ก	05-!++	,*  ) :L	 8ก/9 5.11 ก	5-- .00
5		 KP = 4.90 * KI = 1,669 5	0	-,4	VPW :124	กก		:
!4-/9 5.12 	!ก584-	 !L	-*-/ !++	,25-- .00	!/C= 
35 V =กก* 05- ±13 dcV  -*ก90904<3 ±15 dcV  




r(t) = 8 V
PI Controller








~1.6 -10 V ~160-1000 V
 
 
















/9 5.12  !++	,5-- .0	กก		:.05 (KP = 4.9, KI = 1,669) 
 
0	5		 KP = 4.9 * KI = 1,669 5	0	-,45 0!::5 !
*  5ก5	49	ก:5 !4	กก		:/9 5.9 3  35-1ก	
		 KP * KI 0	*!0!	 5-- .0*!	=3 =	S9ก0 SIMULINK 	:
*  - .0กP,*!0 ก	ก	!++	,2*45-- .0/
 5 ±13 dcV  *9 	!++	,	52.55-- .0/- 0 - 10 dcV  :L	
/9 5.13 ก		:05	กก	5-- .005		 KP = 4.9 * KI = 1669 
	ก3= R 9 	5		 KP * KI 5-- .0 ก**  - .00!0C*
9>495	05ก	  :5 5 !*  0ก	.กก-	 5% *	:	
!L	-*/5-ก-	 1% /9 5.14 C= /9 5.21 !5-	!++	,!-5	 R *  
- .04	กก		: 		5		 KP * KI 5-- .00	*!0 *4
- -0	ก-ก !0C*!	+ 4ก --	=3 (rise time, Tr ) --		 (settling 
time, Ts) *ก	.ก (percent overshoot, P.O.) 0	,		:	 1% 4-5		 5.2 
	!ก584-	 05-- .005		 KP = 3 * KI = 900 !:*  - .00
!0C*	=!.  	52.5-9:!	0	C5- 800 dcV  
4L	 4.44 ms 9	ก?ก	.ก 0.02% -ก	5 !-/ **  0 












/9 5.13  :L	ก		:*  - .0!0 
 



























/9 5.15  	52.5	กก		:!0 (KP = 4.9, KI = 1,669) 
  




















/9 5.18  !++	,5-- .0	กก		:!0 (KP = 3, KI = 1,100) 
  












/9 5.21  	52.5	กก		:!0 (KP = 3, KI = 900) 
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5		 5.2  :		052 KP * KI 5!0C**  	กก		: 
	 KP * KI  Tr (ms) Ts (ms) P.O. 
KP = 4.9  KI  = 1,669 1.70 11.08 5.18% 
KP = 3     KI  = 1,400 1.84 10.28 4.20% 
KP = 3     KI  = 1,100 2.02 8.58 1.61% 




/9 5.22  :L	 05-- .00	 KP = 3 * KI = 900 
 
	ก4	ก		:ก			*  - .0	52.5-9: 
2  	 3 <! 	!0 *9 5			0525-- .0
ก**  :5 !9>	= =4	5		 KP = 3 * KI = 900 
4ก	-0	-3 35549=4	ก		Q	2-2*  - .0-9M  
*ก-9: !4-:L	/9 5.23 =9*ก - -	:5	 
(error amplifier) -5-- .04 -2 *-ก!-529M/9Mก (main 
switch isolating circuit) ก			*  05	ก ก	9M!-52 start/stop /!-
-ก!-529M/9Mก 	4<ก 22  K1 0 2 K1 		
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	 5.23   !"#$$% 3 "&'  
  
  111 
	!0:!9ก59M K1_NC1 * K1_NC2 *9!C	*	ก9M9>9M !:0!<5 M1
*4495 OPT1 * OPT2 	ก*! -*3!++	,		 8u(t) V 
!	 5-- .0 *!++	,!ก	-252-9:0		 *C/ก!	=3
0 R ก !++	,	=ก	ก	 6  IC1 C/ก9Nก -	:5	 ก 
ก !++	,9Nก 	ก2 49>!++	,	:	!	 9Nก 5-- .04
!	5-- .0!		ก-909 LF351 04<3 ± 15 dcV  *!++	,
	52.5/- ±13 dcV  !++	,ก	-3C/ก9/	 0 - 10 dcV  --9  
ก	3S/2*-	04- (zero-span circuit) =C/ก!49 -9::	-- .0
-252549 	52.5ก	ก-9:C/ก---2 =	S
กก	 ---	05		5	!- 100:1 !++	,	52.5ก	ก-
 C/ก9N549-5	0 *-	  ก =		กก	-2
!++	,9Nก !--ก	*-- .0ก	กก 9>ก	9Nก0-
- .04 -	0!		ก4<!/0		ก-ก	 -	ก!		ก4 
ISO124 0	5		9> 1 !++	,ก	ก-	กC/ก9Nก -9 5
5		 (gain adjust) *-ก5	:	 =ก  0-	0C<	ก  100 Hz 
ก*9Nก -	:5	549 /9 5.24 !Q	2-2-5-- .04




/9 5.24  Q	2-25-- .04  *ก 
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5.5 ก	)
	 
 	ก	ก	!	Q	2-2*  - .0-9M-9:2  
	 3 <! -!8!0 /,2  =4	ก	! ก			*    ก	! 




  ก	! !0C*0-		!-3 9>ก	! -
.,L	:5 !*  - .0-9M!	=3 ก	! 4ก	4 
-9:0580ก (1,280 Ω ) * .5 311 dcV  	ก.0
	ก3=ก*5.*  -!++	,.5  3 4	 8u(t) V =9>!++	,	! 
-9:!		52.5	 800 dcV  ,*! 49 95		 KP  
* KI 5-- .0!ก ก		: =4* .4-5		 5.2 - 5.4  
:ก	! ก-ก !0C*!	+ 4ก --	=3 (rise time, Tr) --		 
(settling time, Ts) *ก	.ก (percent overshoot, P.O.) =	,		:	 1% 
4- -04-5		 5.3 !-ก	<9>:! 4 ก	!4-/9 5.25 C= 
/9 5.32 !ก584-	 :ก	! *   ก ก		:0	กก0	ก
*:ก	! 	9? 5-	 	 KP = 3 * KI = 900 *  - .0-9M0
!0C*	=!.  	52.5-9:!	0	C5- 800 dcV
L	-	 6.76 ms 9	ก?ก	.ก 2.30% 3 	--	123 =ก
			052ก	-49	 
 
5		 5.3 --	=3 --		 *ก	.ก	52.5	กก		:*
! *   
Tr (ms) Ts (ms) P.O. 		052 KP, KI   
Sim. Exp. Sim. Exp. Sim. Exp. 
KP = 4.9   KI  = 1669 1.70 1.68 11.08 10.94 5.18% 10.33% 
KP = 3      KI  = 1400 1.84 1.78 10.28 10.84 4.20% 8.44% 
KP = 3      KI  = 1100 2.02 1.94 8.58 9.74 1.61% 4.65% 
KP = 3      KI = 900 2.20 2.12 4.44 6.76 0.02% 2.30% 
 
  








/9 5.26  	52.5 (KP = 4.9, KI = 1,669) 
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Sensor output (sim.) Sensor output (exp.)
I element (sim.)
















/9 5.28  	52.5 (KP = 3, KI = 1,400) 
  












/9 5.30  	52.5 (KP = 3, KI = 1,100) 
  








/9 5.32  	52.5 (KP = 3, KI = 900) 
  




  -9:2  	 3 <! 	=3	--	123
C/กก  		ก .5 311 dcV  (.0) 	4ก85	0 ก		
-9:49		9? 5 00-	09>494.00 
ก	9949	ก 311 dcV  0		กก	994<<N	. PCC 3 
5-! -	0!	0	Cก	.0	*  - .0-9M =4	ก	!  
ก			*  L	54ก	.00ก	99	
345 dcV  C= 210 dcV  	Sก	9 095 !4-/9 5.33 ,*- 
9:	580ก (1,280 Ω ) 5ก	!  :4- -04-5		 5.4
L	54ก		5		 3.1   3 =* .ก	.0	
	52.54-40ก 1% 3 ก		-9:49	 .0	0
	5	!.49*0	, 225 dcV  !	 /9 5.34 !5-	:5 !	52.5
,*9 095.00ก	99	5 
84-			.00	405	ก-	 225 dcV  *  - .0!	0	CกP	
	52.5/- 800 dcV  ± 1% 49>	  	ก:ก	! 353 	!.9
4-	 -9:0-	0!	0	Cก	.0		52.540	ก 0.59>
0949	 -28% C= +11% (225 dcV  C= 345 dcV ) =9*ก4-	 ก		




/9 5.33  ก	5-! ก	.0	 
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5		 5.4 :ก	! ก	.0	0ก	.00ก	99 
Rectifier input 
( rmsV ) 
DC link voltage 
( dcV ) 
Output voltage 
( dcV ) 
% Regulation  
(compared to 800 dcV ) 
261 345 802 0.25 
238 320 802 0.25 
231 311 802 0.25 
221 300 800 0 
209 280 800 0 
196 260 800 0 
183 240 799 0.125 
175 225 797 0.375 
167 215 763 4.625 


























/9 5.36  :5 !	52.5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ก	กก	! ก	.0	L	54ก	.
00ก	99 4	!4-	5-3 4	ก	! *  L	5
4ก	-9:	ก		52.5 75% * 85% กก		 
! ก -	05			 1,700 Ω  * 1,500 Ω  5	0	  ,*! ก	
.00	 311 dcV  :5 !4!4-/9 5.35 */9 5.36
	กก	-	52.5-9:!L	-**/5-4		ก  803 dcV ( 75%) 
* 802 dcV  ( 85%) =	49	ก	5ก	 (800 dcV )  0.38% * 0.25% 
5	0	   ก	!   49	ก.9? 5ก	9ก5 04! !L	-*!/ก 
100% -5.:!9*ก	ก	- 	9? 5ก		!กก*40C/ก	ก 
*ก9*ก	= ก	ก  4	,	!00/ 1,280 Ω  =4:-	0!	0	C 
ก		ก*!!กก4--9*0	, 8 - 9% 	ก	,	:!  460.8 W 







 	กก			ก		--	123  4ก   
-9:2  	 3 <!  .54<5 311 dcV  	ก.0 
.5ก	- 40		ก-ก*!  </ 2 = 4<!  220 rmsV  
50 Hz 1 <! 	ก.5-0 (PCC) =9>	 ก-	 10	5-ก*!0 
ก	9  	52.5-5-ก8 9*. !:ก*!4	ก.5-0	!/-
ก*!0กP,*:349	ก/9	2 	กก	! ก			-9:	=3
5	0:L	/9 5.37 -	*ก*!Q	20ก. PCC - Power Harmonics 
Analyzer (Fluke 41B) :4	กก	! 4- -04-5		 5.5 84-	 	9252
-	0:3Q	20ก-0ก*!. PCC (%THDi) 0	!/C= 128% กP,*/9*
!9ก50ก*!. PCC =-4,*! -9:!4-/9 5.38 * 5.39 
5	0	  84	-	 /9ก*!. PCC 0กP,*:349	ก/9	2 
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DC link voltage 
OFF 228 V 2.2% 0.24 A 36.7% 0.79 311 Vdc 













/9 5.39  !9ก50ก*!. PCC 
 
	ก	- Tella (Tella, 2008) =4	:ก			-กQ	20ก
*9 9.5-9*ก ก	 4 /9   0!	!4-/9 5.40 - 5.43 !	 
	0	กก*!Q	20ก*9 9.5-9*ก ก	-4ก*! 
  </ 2  1 <! 115 rmsV  60 Hz 0	 1 kW :4!.94-5		  5.6 
09  -	0!	0	C-กQ	20ก5*	 %THDi 9>ก,x2 
84-	 -0-	0!	0	Cก	กก*!Q	20ก4!.  -กQ	20ก 
ก<  !	/9 (/9 5.43) =!	0	Cก	ก*!Q	20ก. PCC 	 
%THDi  1.73% 0	  -กQ	20ก	!<  !	/90ก	9 9.
=3 (/9 5.42) =!	0	Cกก*!Q	20ก. PCC 	 %THDi = 2.62% 
	กก	S=กP	C=-	00	*!0ก		-กQ	20กก<  !	/90	
9*.ก52ก 	ก	4	=3 	:ก			--9ก0 
PSIM  -	-ก3!	0	Cกก*!Q	20ก. PCC =	ก00	 %THDi 
!/C= 128%  1.48% (:ก		-- -04-L	:-ก .) 	4ก85	0 
	กก		ก			-กQ	20กก<  !	/9!L	-*4 
 -	* .0!L	-*/5-0!/=3C= 620 dcV  	ก	0	 
	9? 5 3		ก-	0!	ก-8กก!25	 R  4 ก5 
IR2133 --252	!		*!	0	C!/!.4 600 V 9>5 
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3 	--	123 =ก-กQ	20ก	!<0  !	/9
0ก	9 9.=3 !	 กก*!Q	20ก. PCC !L	-*4 -ก 
Q	20ก3 40!:.0!/กก4 ก5 IR2133 *0












/9 5.42  -กQ	20ก	!<0  !	/90ก	9 9.=3
 (improved passive wave shaping) 
  




/9 5.43  -กQ	20กก<  !	/9 (active wave shaping) 
 
5		 5.6  :S=กP	 Tella 9	ก?0	ก-ก	ก9K+	ก*!Q	20ก* 
  9 9.	5-9*ก ก	-4ก*!  </ 20 
  	 1 kW (Tella, 2008) 
-1ก	 %THDi PF 
ก553-ก 169.44 0.407 
-กQ	20ก  2.5.ก0 10 0.948 








/9 5.44 ก	9*.ก52-กQ	20ก	!<0  !	/90ก	9 9.
=3ก -9:2  	 3 <! 
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 ก		-กQ	20ก	!<0  !	/90ก	9 9.=30	
9*.ก52ก -9:2  	 3 <! 0ก	5-5	0:L	!4-
/9 5.44  84-	!	-9*ก - 5--	 Lr 5-ก8 9*. Cr *5-ก8 
9*. Cb 	ก5--	 Lr *5-ก8 9*. Cr 5	ก 3 02




















0 Zn  02	 Lr 	ก  Cr 9	ก?5ก*!Q	20ก R (Ω ) 
 n   ก*!Q	20ก 
 ω   -	0C0.0ก*!ก0/ (rad/s) 
 Lr  	5--	 Lr (H) 
 Cr  	5-ก8 9*. Cr (F) 
 
 	ก:ก	-ก*!	20ก,*! -9:!4-/9 5.39 84-	
ก*!Q	20ก  3 0	!/!. 3 =กก  5--	 Lr *5-ก8 9*. 
Cr 		ก	ก*!Q	20ก  3 9>ก =	4ก	ก  02 Zn
9	ก?5ก*!Q	20ก  3 0	9>52 0	,	!0ก	 (5.7) 4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	กกก	5-ก8 9*. Cr = 20 µF 3 	S-	0!0125	0!0ก	 (5.9) 
	-,	5--	 Lr 4	ก  56.3 mH 	9? 5ก5--	 Lr 	ก  55 mH 
=9>	0		5	 !	 5-ก8 9*. Cb =503-.5-4
ก*!0		ก	ก*!Q	20ก !/ R (Yanchao, Xiaoping, and Zhuu, 1996) 
ก	ก	5-ก8 9*. Cb 	--	123 	,		ก0/	5-9*ก ก	 *
	 THDi . PCC =40		กก	! -กQ	20กก -9:2  
	 3 <! 	=3 L	54ก	-9:		  -9M580
ก  ก	! 05	ก95-ก8 9*. Cb ก	ก- 	ก3= R 0	5-ก8 
9*. Cb ก*0	C= 4 µF ก	5--	 Lr *5-ก8 9*. Cr 0	 
(Lr = 55 mH * Cr = 20 µF) :ก	! 4- -04-5		 5.7 84-	ก	0	
-	0.5-ก8 9*. Cb 0	0	ก=3 *!:	 %THDi . PCC  	4ก85	0 
00	5-ก8 9*. Cb ก*C= 1.88 µF !:5-9*ก ก	. PCC 9
!C	*9>3		 0	,	0/5		 5.7 u	*	5-9*ก ก	/!C	* 
	 84-		 %THDi 0	5	!. 05-ก8 9*. Cb 0		ก  1.41 µF 3 	-
-	123 =ก5-ก8 9*. Cb 	 1.41 µF !	 	49	 Q	2-2-ก
Q	20ก	!<0  !	/90ก	9 9.=3!4-/9 5.45  
 
5		 5.7 :! -กQ	20ก	!<0  !	/90ก	9 9. 
=3 (5--	 Lr = 55 mH  5-ก8 9*. Cr = 20 µF) 
Cb (µF) No Cb 0.17 0.24 0.35 0.47 0.94 1.41 1.88 3 4 







































/9 5.45  Q	2-2-กQ	20ก  	!< 
 
 /9 5.46 !!9ก50ก*!Q	20ก. PCC ก*	ก553   
-กQ	20ก =-- Power Harmonics Analyzer (Fluke 41B) 84-	 -ก 
Q	20ก!	=3!	0	Cก	ก*!Q	20ก49>	 !	0	C	 %THDi 	ก 
128%  26% /9 5.47 (ก)  () 9  8C=-	05ก5	/9
ก*!. PCC ก*553-ก 84-	 	ก553-ก/9ก*!
0กP,*ก/9	20	ก=3 !	 5		 5.8 !ก	9  	 ก*!  
%THD -0C=5-9*ก ก	. PCC ก*553-กQ	20ก :	ก 
ก	553-ก!	0	C9 9.	5-9*ก ก		ก 0.61 9> 0.97 ก	4<<N	u
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5		 5.8   ก*!  	 %THD *	5-9*ก ก	.5-0 (PCC)  
		052 ก553-ก 553-ก 
VPCC ( rmsV ) 226 223 
%THDv_PCC 2.3 2.2 
IPCC  (Apeak) 16 6 
IPCC (Arms) 4.84 2.90 
%THDi_PCC 128 26 
PFPCC 0.61 0.97 
 
 :ก	! !0C*0-		ก		=3	ก553
-กQ	20ก ,*0580ก  -	 	52.5	ก	
!	0	C	 800 dcV  4L	 7 ms 9	ก?ก	.ก 1.47% *0	:	!L	-*
/5- 0.25% !4-/9 5.48 !	 /9 5.49 !กP,*ก	ก*0
	52.5	ก	 =--!!93	-	0C5	 (50 Hz) *	
-	0C!/9>:0		กก			--252 84-	 ก	ก*0
	52.5/-9*0	, ±5 V 0 ก 	52.5	 800 Vdc  -	 ก	ก*0
ก-	 1% =9>495	0ก,x24ก	4-5		 3.1   3 
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 3	 34	!-1ก	ก  *  - .0  -9M 	
	52.5-9:2  	 3 <! 	ก  800 dcV  5-- .04
  *ก ก	ก  5-- .0	S-1ก	  	!! 	ก	0-	0C 
=	  	<Kก2C	 ARMAX   2 40		กก	* .กกP,2 5-- .0
05		 KP = 3 * KI = 900 .-5--909 LF351 	กก	! !0C*
*  - .00-	-!++	,.5  3 4	 8u(t) V ,* 
-9:	580ก -	 	52.5!	0	C5- 800 dcV  4L	 6.76 ms
9	ก?ก	.ก 2.3% -ก	5 !-/ *0	:	!L	-*/5- 
5	ก-	 1% !L	-*0580ก -9:!	=3!	0	C		ก .5
.0 4535 225 dcV  C= 345 dcV  ก	.0		52.5 < 1%  
 	ก4	ก	! -9:  2  	 3 <! 0
*  - .0-9M =C9>!-9*ก ก	ก		=3	-
-	123-!8!0 /,2 =4	ก	ก  *!	-กQ	20ก 
ก-กQ	20ก	!<0  !	/90ก	9 9.=3 
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-ก!	=3!	0	C	 %THDi  ก*!. PCC 	ก 128%  26% 
0	5-9*ก ก	 0.97 	  PCC 	กก	! !0C*0-		
ก		ก4553-กQ	20ก  -	 	52.5	ก	
!	0	C	 800 dcV 4L	 7 ms 9	ก?ก	.ก 1.47% 0	:	!L	-*/5- 
0.25% *0ก	ก*0	52.5ก-	 1% 
 :	กก	! .,!0 5	5	 R 	ก	5  !	 	 
49	ก !กก RS2058CJ *  	!++	,-.ก	!/ 
ก	!!	04	!4- 3 9>495	0ก,x2ก		* .
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2. กก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121	!! 3 H/ ))+!!
ก 71 kHz )+8ก:
)+/*2-> .*-.ก,:= Q = 4 กกA *	 
Ls = 233 µH *ก<-., Cp = 21.50 nF )+/*2-@ 85.2 kHz 
)+ ก  
*,*->-@ 800 dcV   กก2
XJY/< 8>
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->!! 3 H/ 
A กA 	-ก) PSIM 
 *,*->1/=.	;*)
ก 803 dcV  
ก/.
 /ก





 	)+/*21	 77 kHz 
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1/=.	;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
ก 835 dcV   0A-ก
*ก (800 dcV ) 4.38% :.
 /A  ;-0
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A 	0	+8ก
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 step-transient ก:12 System Identification Toolbox  
MATLAB ก-*)**,)?	 SIMULINK .1/=.
/)0 (8+8ก)*/99:,)
 ±13 dcV ) !8A *		
)./)
/*,)0 KP = 3 . KI = 900 *,).ก,* 	-)-y LF351 
4. กกก./z)ก




 5 กก./z)ก-@2 /!H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 
)ก--,1 8 )/-.ก 	 	 LC 12 Lr   55 mH . 
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config__FOSC, CSW_FSCM_ON & FRC_HI_RANGE ;=>*?@@ABCC'D)'E-ก'F'GH) 
config__FOSCSEL,FRC_PLL ;=>*?@@JAKLMกKN= 
config__FGS, CODE_PROT_OFF ;=>*?@@=QMRกB)ก'Sก0TUV=Sก/ 





__reset: CLR W14 ;+KGZa-AMZ W14 SK? W15 Xc.MG/TY0 
 CLR W15 ;กL@U0M/NKB.Y+'Y 
 MOV #0X800,W15 ;ก&'()*+,'BYgASLก 





CLR LATA ;+KGZa-AMZ LATA 
CLR LATB ;+KGZa-AMZ LATB 
CLR LATD ;+KGZa-AMZ LATD 
CLR LATE ;+KGZa-AMZ LATE 
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CLR LATF ;+KGZa-AMZ LATF 
MOV #0XFFFF, W0 ;V(K*+,' FFFF16 KRH)a-AMZ W0 
MOV W0, ADPCFG ;ก&'()*+,'U0M/NKH)a-AMZADPCFG H(0/+,' = FFFF16 =k) 
 ;ก'ก&'()*H(0XMZM-)XlSM)?KMก[&'R')H)V(/**-a-MK 
MOV W0, TRISB ;ก&'()*+,'U0M/NKH)a-AMZ TRISB H(0/+,' = FFFF16 
BCLR TRISB, #7 ;ก&'()*H(0XMZ RB7 [&'()0'[.=k)XMZM'ZXl 
MOV W0, TRISE ;V(K*+,' FFFF16 KRH)a-AMZ TRISE 
MOV W0, TRISA ;V(K*+,' FFFF16 KRH)a-AMZ TRISA 
MOV #0X0040, W0 ;V(K*+,' 4016 KRH)a-AMZ W0 
MOV W0, TRISF ;ก&'()*H(0XMZ RB6 [&'()0'[.=k)XMZM-)Xl SK? RF7-8
 ;=k)XMZM'ZXl 
MOV #0XFFFF, W0 ;V(K*+,' FFFF16 KRH)a-AMZ W0 
MOV W0, TRISD ;V(K*+,' FFFF16 KRH)a-AMZ TRISD Xc.Mก&'()*H(0XMZ





MOV #0X0400, W0 ;V(K*+,' 40016 KRH)a-AMZ W0 
MOV W0, PTCON ;V(K*+,' 40016 KRH)a-AMZ PTCON Xc.M(Gl*ก'MBX*+,'
 ;+'@YK'UMRV/*NK PWM 
MOV #0X2328, W0 ;V(K*+,' 232816 KRH)a-AMZ W0 
MOV W0, PTPER ;V(K*+,' 232816 KRH)a-AMZ PTPER Xc.Mก&'()*H(0V/*NK
 ;PWM A0'R+Y'/n.-./0)H(0/+,'[,'กB@ 70 kHz  
MOV #2, W2 ;V(K* 2 KRH)a-AMZ W2 
REPEAT #17 ;+&'AB.R('+,'H)a-AMZ W0 *0YG 2 SK0YกL@qKKBXrZTY0H) 
DIV.UW W0, W2 ;a-AMZ W0  
MOV W0, MDC ;V(K*qKKBXrZa'กก'('KRH)a-AMZ MDC Xc.Mก&'()*+,'
 ;*-YgTtก-KUMRABCC'DUB@ก[.MMกa'กV/*NK PWM H(0/+,' 
 ;[,'กB@ 50% 
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BSET, PWMCON1,#8 ;t@- 8 UMRa-AMZ PWMCON1 =k)ก'ก&'()*H(0*-Yg
 ;Ttก-KUMRABCC'D PWM1 /+,'[,'กB@+,'[.ก&'()*TY0H)
 ;a-AMZ MDC 
BSET, PWMCON2,#8 ;t@- 8 UMRa-AMZ PWMCON2 =k)ก'ก&'()*H(0*-Yg
 ;Ttก-KUMRABCC'D PWM2 /+,'[,'กB@+,'[.ก&'()*TY0H)
 ;a-AMZ MDC 
BSET, PWMCON3,#8  ;t@- 8 UMRa-AMZ PWMCON3 =k)ก'ก&'()*H(0*-Yg
 ;Ttก-KUMRABCC'D PWM3 /+,'[,'กB@+,'[.ก&'()*TY0H)
 ;a-AMZ MDC 
MOV #00, W0 ;V(K* 0 KRH)a-AMZ W0  
MOV W0, PHASE3 ;ก&'()*JAUMRABCC'D PWM3H =k) 0° 
MOV PTPER, W1 ;V(K*+,'+'@YK'a'กa-AMZ PTPER KRH)a-AMZ W1 
MOV #6, W2 ;V(K* 6 KRH)a-AMZ W2 
REPEAT #17 ;+&'AB.R('+,'H)a-AMZ W1 *0YG+,'H)a-AMZ W2 (2) ty.R 
DIV.UW W1, W2 ;qKKBXrZnNกกL@TY0H)a-AMZ W0 
MOV W0, PHASE2 ;)&'qKKBXrZa'กก'('V(K*KRH)a-AMZ ,PHASE2 =k)ก'
 ;ก&'()*JAUMRABCC'D PWM2H H(0)&'()0'al*M0'RM-R 60° 
MOV PTPER, W1 ;V(K*+,'+'@YK'a'กa-AMZ PTPER KRH)a-AMZ W1 
MOV #3, W2 ;V(K* 3 KRH)a-AMZ W2  
REPEAT #17 ;+&'AB.R('+,'H)a-AMZ W1 *0YG+,'H)a-AMZ W2 (3) ty.R 
DIV.UW W1, W2 ;qKKBXrZnNกกL@TY0H)a-AMZ W0 
MOV W0, PHASE1 ;)&'qKKBXrZa'กก'('V(K*KRH)a-AMZ ,PHASE1 =k)ก'
 ;ก&'()*JAUMRABCC'D PWM1H H(0)&'()0'al*M0'RM-R 120° 
MOV #0XC000, W0 ;V(K*+,' C00016 KRH)a-AMZ W0 a'ก)Bg)ayRV(K*+,' C00016
MOV W0, IOCON1      ;a ' ก  a- A   M Z  W0 K R H )  a- A   M Z  K R H )  a- A   M Z
MOV W0, IOCON2 ;IOCON1, IOCON2 SK? IOCON3 =k)ก&'()*H(0U' PWM1H-
MOV W0, IOCON3 ;PWM3H SK? PWM1L-PWM3L nNก+Y@+l/*0YGV/*NK PWM
 ;H)KBกzD? active high SK?/ก'*-AM@-K override  
BSET PTCON, #15 ;t@- 15 UMRa-AMZ PTCON Xc.MAB.RH(0V/*NK PWM [&'R') 
;--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------; 
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;------------------------------------------V=Sก/+Y@+l/ ADC MAX174 ---------------------------------; 
ADC_LOOP: BCLR LATF,#8 ;tH(0 ADC MAX174 [&'R')H)V(/* conversion 
 BCLR LATB,#7 ;tH(0 ADC MAX174 S=KRABCC'DV(/* 12 @- 
 BSET LATF,#7 ;AB.RH(0 ADC MAX174 -./S=KRABCC'D 
 
 REPEAT #1 ;[&'R')'/+&'AB.R No Operation tg&' 1 +BgR 
 NOP  
 BSET LATF,#8 ;tH(0 ADC MAX174 [&'R')H)V(/* reading 
 BCLR LATF,#7 ;CE=0 
 REPEAT #147 ;[&'R')'/+&'AB.R No Operation tg&' 1 +BgR Xc.MM ADC 
 NOP ;MAX174 S=KRABCC'DSM)?KMก=k)ABCC'D
  ;*-a-MK 12 @- =k)YK'=?/'D 10 µS 
 
;------- ----V=Sก/M,')U0M/NK*-a-MK 12 @- a'ก ADC MAX174 T=กL@TY0H)a-AMZ W3------; 
ADC_READ: BSET LATF, #7 ;-./M,')U0M/NK*-a-MK 12 a'ก ADC MAX174  
 REPEAT #5 
 NOP 
 MOV  PORTB, W0 ;U0M/NK*-a-MK 12 [.M,')a'ก ADC MAX174 nNก)&'/'
 MOV  PORTA, W1 ;กL@TY0H)a-AMZ W0, W1, W2, W3, SK? W7 Xc.MaB* 
 MOV  PORTE, W2 ;N=S@@SK?กL@U0M/NK[BgRl*TY0H)a-AMZ W3 XGR
 MOV  PORTF, W3 ;a-AMZ*GY 
 MOV  PORTD, W7 
 AND  #0X0001,W7 
 RRNC W7, W7 
 BCLR PORTF, #7  
 MOV  #0X0200,W4 
 AND  W4, W1, W1 
 RRNC W1, W5 
 MOV  #0X00C0,W4 
 AND  W4, W2, W2 
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 MOV  #0X0040,W4 
 AND  W4, W3, W3 
 RRNC W3, W6 
 IOR  W5, W2, W2 
 IOR  W2, W6, W6 
 RRNC W6, W2  
 SWAP W0 
 MOV  #0X7F00,W1 
 AND  W0, W1, W0 
 IOR  W0, W7, W3 
 IOR  W2, W3, W3 
 RRNC W3, W0 
 RRNC W0, W3 
 RRNC W3, W0 
 RRNC W0, W3 ;U0M/NK+,'+'@YK'A&'(B@MBX*V/*NK PWM  ty.RM,')   




 MOV #0X0FA0, W0 ;V(K* 132916 ty.R=k)+,'+'@YK'MMJt[.H(0+Y'/n. 
  ;77 kHz KRH)a-AMZ W070  
 ADD W0, W3, W3  
 MOV #2, W2   
 REPEAT #17       ;+&')YD+,'*-YgTtก-K 50 %  
 DIV.UW W3, W2 
 MOV W0, W4        ;กL@+,'*-YgTtก-KTY0H)a-AMZ W4  
 MOV W3, W1  
 MOV #6, W2       
 REPEAT #17 ;+&')YD+,'JAUMR PWM2H 
 DIV.UW W1, W2 
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 MOV W0, W5        ;กL@+,'JAUMR PWM2H TY0H)a-AMZ W5 
 MOV W3, W1 
 MOV #3, W2   
 REPEAT #17 ;+&')YD+,'JAUMR PWM3H 
 DIV.UW W1, W2 
 MOV W0, W6        ;กL@+,'JAUMR PWM1H TY0H)a-AMZ W6 
 MOV W3, PTPER ;V(K*+,'+'@YK'H(0กB@V/*NK PWM 
 MOV W4, MDC ;V(K*+,'*-YgTtก-KH(0กB@V/*NK PWM 
 MOV W5, PHASE2 ;V(K*+,' PHASE2 H(0กB@V/*NK PWM 
 MOV W6, PHASE1 ;V(K*+,' PHASE1 H(0กB@V/*NK PWM 
 CLRWDT ;+KGZ watchdog timer 
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ก MATLAB "(กก)*+,
+	*- 3 .  










EXP_data = xlsread('EXP_data'); %M,')TJKZ EXP_data.xls กL@TY0H)BYS=c.M EXP_data  
ts = EXP_data(2,1)-EXP_data(1,1); %+&')YD+,'YK'BกABCC'D (U0M/NKYK'nNกกL@MGN,H)
 %+MKB/)Z[. 1 UMRBYS= EXP_data ) 
Vin1 = EXP_data(:,2); %Vin1 =  U0M/NKM-)Xll*[. 1 H)+MKB/)Z[. 2 UMR EXP_data 
Vo1 = 3*EXP_data(:,3); %Vo1 =  U0M/NKM'ZXll*[. 1 H)+MKB/)Z[. 3 UMR EXP_data  
 
Vin2 = EXP_data(:,4); %Vin2 =  U0M/NKM-)Xll*[. 2 H)+MKB/)Z[. 4 UMR EXP_data 
Vo2 = 3*EXP_data(:,5); %Vo2 =  U0M/NKM'ZXll*[. 2 H)+MKB/)Z[. 5 UMR EXP_data  
 
Vin3 = EXP_data(:,6); %Vin3 =  U0M/NKM-)Xll*[. 3 H)+MKB/)Z[. 6 UMR EXP_data 
Vo3 = 3*EXP_data(:,7); %Vo3 =  U0M/NKM'ZXll*[. 3 H)+MKB/)Z[. 7 UMR EXP_data  
 
Vin4 = EXP_data(:,8); %Vin4 =  U0M/NKM-)Xll*[. 4 H)+MKB/)Z[. 8 UMR EXP_data 
Vo4 = 3*EXP_data(:,9); %Vo4 =  U0M/NKM'ZXll*[. 4 H)+MKB/)Z[. 9 UMR EXP_data  
 
Vin5 = EXP_data(:,10); %Vin5 =  U0M/NKM-)Xll*[. 5 H)+MKB/)Z[. 10 UMR EXP_data 
Vo5 = 3*EXP_data(:,11); %Vo5 =  U0M/NKM'ZXll*[. 5 H)+MKB/)Z[. 11 UMR EXP_data  
 
Vin6 = EXP_data(:,12); %Vin6 =  U0M/NKM-)Xll*[. 6 H)+MKB/)Z[. 12 UMR EXP_data 
Vo6 = 3*EXP_data(:,13); %Vo6 =  U0M/NKM'ZXll*[. 6 H)+MKB/)Z[. 13 UMR EXP_data  
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Vin7 = EXP_data(:,14); %Vin7 =  U0M/NKM-)Xll*[. 7 H)+MKB/)Z[. 14 UMR EXP_data 
Vo7 = 3*EXP_data(:,15); %Vo7 =  U0M/NKM'ZXll*[. 7 H)+MKB/)Z[. 15 UMR EXP_data  
Vin = (Vin1+Vin2+Vin3+Vin4+Vin5+Vin6+Vin7)/7; % +&')YD+,'K.GUMRABCC'DM-)Xl 
 
%74( : )c.MRa'กU0M/NKqKM@A)MRYB*a'กYRaS@,RSR*B)MB'A,Y) 3:1 *BR)Bg)  




ID_data1 = iddata(Vo1,Vin1,ts);  %U0M/NKA&'(B@?@lMกKBกzDZl*[. 1 
ID_data2 = iddata(Vo2,Vin2,ts);  %U0M/NKA&'(B@?@lMกKBกzDZl*[. 2 
ID_data3 = iddata(Vo3,Vin3,ts);  %U0M/NKA&'(B@?@lMกKBกzDZl*[. 3 
ID_data4 = iddata(Vo4,Vin4,ts);  %U0M/NKA&'(B@?@lMกKBกzDZl*[. 4 
ID_data5 = iddata(Vo5,Vin5,ts);  %U0M/NKA&'(B@?@lMกKBกzDZl*[. 5 
ID_data6 = iddata(Vo6,Vin6,ts);  %U0M/NKA&'(B@?@lMกKBกzDZl*[. 6 
ID_data7 = iddata(Vo7,Vin7,ts);  %U0M/NKA&'(B@?@lMกKBกzDZl*[. 7 
 
%%% q)YกU0M/NKA&'(B@?@lMกKBกzDZ[BgR 7 l* U0'*0YGกB) SK?กL@TY0H)BYS= ID_data %%% 
ID_data = merge(ID_data1,ID_data2,ID_data3,ID_data4,ID_data5,ID_data6,ID_data7); 
Na = 2;  %ก&'()*+,'X''/-MZ Na H(0กB@S@@a&'KMR ARMAX 
Nb = 2;  %ก&'()*+,'X''/-MZ Nb H(0กB@S@@a&'KMR ARMAX 
Nc = 2;  %ก&'()*+,'X''/-MZ Nc H(0กB@S@@a&'KMR ARMAX 
Nk = 0;  %ก&'()*+,'X''/-MZ Nk H(0กB@S@@a&'KMR ARMAX 
armaxmodel = armax(ID_data,[Na  Nb Nc  Nk]);  %+&'AB.RA0'RS@@a&'KMR ARMAX 





compare(ID_data,armaxmodel)  %=G@[G@U0M/NK[.T*0a'กก'[*AM@กB@S@@a&'KMR ARMAX 
ylabel('Amplitude(volt)') 
  








[A,B,C,D,K,X0] = th2ss(armaxmodel); %=K.G)N=UMRS@@a&'KMRa'ก THETA =k) state-space 
[Ac,Bc,Cc,Dc] = d2cm(A,B,C,D,ts,'tustin'); %S=KR?@@YK'T/,,M)c.MR=k)?@@YK',M)c.MR 
[NUMs,DENs] = ss2tf( Ac,Bc,Cc,Dc); %=K.G)N=UMRS@@a&'KMRa'ก state-space =k) JRกZB)
 %n,'GVM) 
converter_TF = tf(NUMs,DENs) %A0'RJRกZB)n,'GVM)UMRYRaS=KRqB) SK?กL@TY0H)





%% U0M/NKA&'(B@=?/-)+Y'/nNก0MRUMRS@@a&'KMR 3 l* nNกกL@TY0H)TJKZ Valid_data.xls %% 
%%+MKB/)Z[. 1  กL@U0M/NKYK'  +MKB/)Z[. 2 ,3,4  กL@U0M/NKA&'(B@H0=?/-)+Y'/nNก0MRl*[. 1 
%%l*[. 2  SK?l*[. 3  '/K&'*B@ ty.RYB**0YGYRaS@,RSR*B)MB'A,Y) 3:1 
Valid_data = xlsread('Valid_data'); %M,')TJKZ Valid_data.xls กL@TY0H)BYS=c.M Valid_data 
Valid_dat1 = 3*Valid_data(:,2);  %Valid_dat1 = U0M/NKA&'(B@=?/-)+Y'/nNก0MRl*[. 1 
Valid_dat2 = 3*Valid_data(:,3);  %Valid_dat2 = U0M/NKA&'(B@=?/-)+Y'/nNก0MRl*[. 2 
Valid_dat3 = 3*Valid_data(:,4);  %Valid_dat3 = U0M/NKA&'(B@=?/-)+Y'/nNก0MRl*[. 3 
t = Valid_data (:,1);  %t = U0M/NKYK' 
[model,t]=lsim(converter_TF,Vin,t);  %+&'AB.R('qKM@A)MRa'กS@@a&'KMRJRกZB.)n,'GVM)  
% =?/-)+Y'/nNก0MRUMRS@@a&'KMR V*Gก'+&')YD('+,' mean square error ?(Y,'R               
% qKM@A)MRa'กS@@a&'KMRกB@U0M/NKA&'(B@=?/-)+Y'/nNก0MRS,K?l* 
rqrt_err1 = sqrt(sum((Valid_dat1(:)-model(:)).^2)/numel(model)) 
rqrt_err2 = sqrt(sum((Valid_dat2(:)-model(:)).^2)/numel(model))  
rqrt_err3 = sqrt(sum((Valid_dat3(:)-model(:)).^2)/numel(model))  
t = t*1000;  %S=KR(),YGU0M/NKYK'H(0MGN,H)(),YG mS 
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')%3*4 Ls 7 267 mH ')%ก<#= Cs 7 38 µF C=(
%*ก# D1-D4 #






































$34$,#(3%'<-ก) (ก43$3 Rcon = 129 Ω ) %3<0 
$,#C)0 )=%C





4$,#(3 (ก43$3 Rcon = 1 MΩ ) -0 $,#
*0')#))=
%C

































Active wave shaping filter
 
 











































































































0ก#")6 (sampled) +@  ก6+ 0(+"#A%6")0($,!	)*+,
+$%ก (.1) ($Bก t 	
-0,-2"ก . %	2"%%)&/"#A%6")) 
  
 y(t) = (t) (t)+η ω  (.1) 
 
./
 (t)η 24  ##	
1($#6$BBก"  ( t)ω  24  !
$BBก" +$+-$%ก (.2)  (.3) #% + 
 
 ( t) = G(q, )u(t)η θ  (.2) 
 
 ( t) = H(q, )e(t)ω θ   (.3) 
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%4
 u(t) 24 $BB(# e(t) 24 $BBก"!" y(t) 24 $BB##  θ  24 
"ก#!%(#-  
 ก +-, G(q, )θ   H(q, )θ  1NOก0&6)5!#"P(#(ก4
 q +$+
-$%ก (.4)  (.5) #% + 
 
 
nk nk 1 nk nb 1
1 2 nb
1 nf
1 nf  
b q  b q b qB(q)
G(q, ) =  = 
F(q) 1 f q f q










1 nd  
1 c q c qC(q)
H(q, ) =  = 
D(q) 1 d q d q
− −
− −
+ + ⋅⋅⋅ +
+ + ⋅⋅⋅ +
θ   (.5) 
 
+@ /!	)$%ก (.2) *+,-	ก/
 +	@ 
 
 [ ]1 nf 1 nb(t) f ( t 1) f (t nf ) = b u(t nk) b u t (nb nk 1)η η η+ − + ⋅⋅⋅+ − − + ⋅⋅⋅+ − + −  (.6) 
 
%4
 nk 24 ""(!ก0ก#")6 กก +-, T 12"!ก0ก#")6 ./
%	
262	




y(t) = G(q, )u( t) H(q, )e(t) = u( t) e(t)
F(q) D(q)
θ θ+ +                (.7) 
 
%4
 θ  24 "ก#!%(# bi ci di  fi !NOก0&6)5 $ก#A*+,"6
 ก6+ &กก ก+,")+!% " 5 26 24 nb nc nd nf  nk  
 #%$%ก (.7) 1	
,ก-%!  Box-Jenkins (BJ) ./
%	52$, 
+$++,")Aก-	















































()    ARX 
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 -ก		
*%6 2$%#(!$BBก"%$,  ก +-, H(q) = 1

24 nc = nd = 0 +@ $%ก (.7) $%&!	)-%6*+,+$%ก (.8) ./
*+, 	
,ก
ก-%!  output error (OE) %	52$,+$++,")Aก-	




y(t) = G(q, )u( t) e(t) = u(t) e(t)
F(q)
θ + +   (.8) 
 
 กก +-,%%$6"! G  H !$%ก (.7) %	261 A(q) +$+
-$%ก (.9)  ก@2$%ก (.7) @$+,+,") A(q) /*+,$%ก (.10) ./
1
 	
,กก-%!  ARMAX (auto regressive-moving average with 
eXogenous) 5+)%	52$,+$++,")Aก-	
 .2 (2) 
 
 1 na1 naA(q) = F(q) = D(q) = 1 a q a q
− −
+ + ⋅⋅⋅ +   (.9) 
 
 A(q)y(t) = B(q)u(t) C(q)e(t) +   (.10) 
 
 -ก		
% C(q) !$%ก (.10) %	261 1 *+, #%$%ก (.11) 	

,กก-%!  ARX (auto regressive with eXogenous variable) ./
%	52$, 
+$++,")Aก-	
 .2 () 
 
 A(q)y(t) = B(q)u(t) e(t) +   (.11) 
 
 ก ก6+ 0($,@ 4  	
ก6"%!,#,   ARMAX 
 ARX %$ ก 	
%	$BBก"5+ (load disturbance) !,$6






ก(+กก"+ (measurement noise) $   OE %	!,+	
#	
 ##($#6$BBก" "#! !$BB
  





ก +-, yˆ( t )θ  24 ก )26## y(t) +@ ก  OE +$%ก (.8) 
$%& )26## y(t) *+,+$%ก (.12) 
 
 yˆ( t ) = G(q, )u(t)θ θ   (.12) 
 
-ก	!  ARX +$%ก (.11) $%&!	)$%ก## y(t) *+,+	@ 
 
 y(t) = -a1y(t - 1) -···- anay(t - na) + b1u(t - nk) +···+ bnbu(t s nk s nb + 1) + e(t)  (.13) 
 
ก$%ก (.13) $%& )26## y(t) !  ARX *+, +$%ก (.14) 
 
 yˆ( t ) θ = -a1y(t - 1) -···- anay(t - na) + b1u(t - nk) +···+ bnbu(t s nk s nb + 1)            (.14) 
 
$ก#A*+,"6 ก )26##O!  OE -0,!,%(##6	))6+	)" 
-!	
ก )26##O!  ARX  1#,-0,26##ก6
กก )+,") 
 ก +$%ก (.7) ก ("($! H(q,θ ) 2@$+,!$%ก
*+,"6 
 
 1 1H (q, )y(t) = H (q, )G(q, )u(t) e( t)θ θ θ− − +   (.15) 
 
 1 1y(t) = 1 H (q, ) y(t) H (q, )G(q, )u(t) e(t)θ θ θ− −− + +     (.16) 
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 1 1yˆ( t ) = 1 H (q, ) y( t) H (q, )G(q, )u(t)θ θ θ θ− −− +     (.17) 
 
2"%$%'#%$%ก (.17) $%&!	)-,)6-! ก&+&)0($,*+,
+	@ 
 
 Tyˆ( t ) = (t)θ θ ϕ   (.18) 
 
%4
 θ  24 2%"ก#!%(#	
*%626  (t)ϕ  24 12%"ก#!
(###ก6 ./
	)ก"6 "ก#&+&) (regression vector) %	$%0(ก1#"&+&) 
(regressor) 
 -ก	!  ARX %4
!	)-,)6-! ก&+&)0($,
#%$%ก (.18) *+,26 θ   (t)ϕ  +$%ก (.19)  (.20) #% + 
 
 [ ]T1 2 na 1 2 nbb = a  a a  b  bθ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅⋅ ⋅   (.19) 
 
 [ ]T(t) = y( t 1) y(t na)  u(t nk) u(t nk nb 1)ϕ − − ⋅⋅⋅ − − − ⋅⋅⋅ − − +   (.20) 
 







+,") (t, )ε θ  +$%ก (.21) 
 
 ˆ(t, ) = y(t) y( t )ε θ θ−   (.21) 
 
 %4
ก +-, NV ( )θ  1 262"%2+24
ก $w	
) #+06""	
$- (t = 



















∑   (.22) 
 





ˆ  = arg min V ( )
θ
θ θ   (.23) 
 
 %4
( &+&)0($,#%$%ก (.18) $%&262"%2+24
 
(t, )ε θ  262"%2+24
ก $w	
) NV ( )θ *+,ก$%ก (.24)  (.25) #% + 
 








V ( ) = y ( t) 2 f R
N
θ θ θ θ
=
− +∑   (.25) 
 
%4
 fN 1"ก#2%  RN 1%#(ก. ./






















∑  (.27) 
 











2 T 1 1 T 1
N N N N N N N N N
t 1
1
V ( ) = y ( t) f R f ( R f ) R ( R f )
N
θ θ θ− − −
=
− + − −  ∑   (.28) 
 
%4






 1N N N
ˆ = R fθ θ −−   (.29) 
 
./
 $%&2 "26 Nθˆ  *+,5+)3)"('	$%ก0($, 
 -ก	  ARX $%0(ก%#(ก. RN "ก# fN $%&!	))6-#6 t
+$%ก (.30) ./





t 1 t 1
1 1
 y( t j)u(t k),  y(t j)y( t k)
N N= =






− −∑  (.30) 
 
ก2 " Nθˆ 	
 -, NV ( )θ  %	26,)	
$+ $%&3)ก2 "0(#"!#%	)"('	
!("#-N$ (Newton-Raphson method) ก($%ก (.32) 
 
 g(x) = 0  (.32) 
 
26 x ./
1w)!$%ก (.32) $%&*+,5+)ก2 "".@  +$%ก (.33) 
 
 ( ) ( )
1( i 1) ( i ) ( i ) ( i )x = x g x g x
−
+
− ′     (.33) 
 
%4
 g′ (x) 24 '! g(x) 	)ก x 
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 ก +-, µ  106"กก2 "".@  4
26 x(i+1) -,12 #
	
+	ก"6 x(i) +@ $%ก (.33) /!	)-%6*+,+	@ 
 
 ( ) ( )
1( i 1) ( i ) ( i ) ( i )x = x g x g xµ
−
+
− ′     (.34) 
 










  (.35) 
 
%4
 NV ( )θ  1NOก026(	
&ก '	)ก θ  %	w)12%"ก# +@ 
-ก)ก#-0,	)"('	("#-N$ $%&w) ( i 1)θˆ +  *+,ก$%ก (.36) 
 
 ( ) ( )
1( i 1) ( i ) ( i ) ( i )
N N
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ= V Vθ θ µ θ θ
−
+
− ′′ ′     (.36) 
 
%4
 NV ( )θ′′  24 '+$! NV ( )θ  	)ก θ  NV ( )θ′  24 '+/
! 
NV ( )θ  	)ก θ   
( i )µ  24 06"!ก.@  
 $ 	)"('	กกก 5+)
"* $+*+,%(ก
+ (+	
 .3 5+)%	)	)+ก+ (-#6!@#+#6*	@ 
  !






"# 2  ก(A"6!,%	
*+,กก+$)*%6%$%$ 




06	@  1#, ก!,%5+)3)2(2กก#6 t 	
%	2"%%$%
ก6	
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 *-0,-ก2 "  $6"!,%$6"	
4 *-0,- 





 .3 %(ก+ (กก  
 
  !
"# 3  -!@#	@1ก2 " 5+)3)!,%กก+$
	
*+,+#	)%*",-!@#	
 2 5+)4ก52$,! #%2"%%$% 06 
BJ OE ARX  ARMAX 1#, 
  !
"#  4   ก%(2"%&ก#,! 	
*+,ก!@#	
  3 5+)
	)	)ก!,%ก+$-$6"	
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"# 6  (+"6!,%	
-0,2 " $%&ก,*!
(
%#(%*+,	ก4*%6 ก$%& *+,-,+ (ก#%!@#	
 2 	ก2@ )6*กA#% 
กA"6*%6$%&!,%#6**+, -,),ก*+$กA!,%#%
!@#	
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